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Macro tree transducers are a combination of top-down tree transducers and macro gram- 
mars. They serve as a model for syntax-directed semantics in which context information can 
be handled. In this paper the formal model of macro tree transducers is studied by 
investigating typical automata theoretical topics like composition, decomposition, domains, 
and ranges of the induced translation classes. The extension with regular look-ahead is con- 
sidered. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Macro tree transducers were introduced in [15, S] combining the features of 
topdown tree transducers [34, 36, 12,4] and macro grammars [23,20]. In fact, 
macro tree transducers are the generalization of topdown tree-to-string trans- 
ducers to trees according to the generalization method described in [13, 9, 15-j. 
Conceptually, they serve as a model for syntax-directed translations in which con- 
text information can be handled. Hence, it is reasonable to consider macro tree 
transducers as a formalization of certain aspects of denotational semantics and 
attribute grammars. From the program schematic point of view macro tree trans- 
ducers are systems of recursive procedures with parameters: the first (“syntactic”) 
parameter is of type T, (i.e., tree over alphabet C), representing a derivation of an 
underlying context-free grammar, and all other (“context”) parameters are of type 
T,, representing elements of a semantic domain. In [S] these systems are called 
primitive recursive schemes with parameters. 
TO make the connections of macro tree transducers to the above mentioned con- 
cepts more transparent we first consider, informally, the transducer model, A macro 
tree transducer consists of ranked alphabets Q, Z, and d of states, input, and out- 
put symbols, respectively, an initial state gin of rank 1, and a finite number of rules 
R of the form 
q(a(x, ,..., x,), y, )...) vn) -+ t, (*I 
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hk n + 1 with n 2 0, (T is an input symbol of rank m with 
m > 0, and x, ,..., x, and y, ,..., y, are called (input) variables and (formal) 
parameters, respectively. The right-hand side t is a tree built up with output sym- 
bols, the parameters y, ,..., y,, (of rank 0) and constructs like q’(xi, t, ,..., t,), where q’ 
is a state of rank r + 1, xi is a variable from {xi ,..., xm}, and t ,,..., t, are trees built 
up in the same way as t. An example of a typical rule is 
4(4x1, x2), Yl, Y,)-+xY,> 4 4,(x,, 42(x2, P(Y2)), b)), 
where 6, /I, a, and b are output symbols (of rank 3, 1, 0, and 0, respectively) and q, 
and q2 are states (of rank 3 and 2, respectively). A macro tree transducer is total 
deterministic if for every state q of rank n + 1 (n > 0) and every input symbol 0 of 
rank m (m 20) there is exactly one rule with left-hand side q(o(xl,..., x,), yl,..., y,) 
in R. 
The rule (*) is applied as a subtree rewriting rule, as usual, by replacing the 
variables and the parameters by trees in T, and sentential forms (SF), respectively. 
Sentential forms are the trees occurring during a derivation and they can be 
defined as follows: (i) For 8~ A,, k>O, and t, ,..., t,ESF, i?(t, ,..., t,)ESF, and (ii) 
for q E Q with rank k + 1, k 2 0, s E T,, and t, ,..., t, E SF, q(s, t, ,..., tk) E SF. 
Denoting a derivation step by a, as usual, M realizes the translation 
(b, f)~ T,x Llq’“( 1 s 5 t}. Just as for macro grammars (and context-free tree 
grammars), the derivations may be restricted to inside-out (IO) derivations (trees 
in Td should be substituted for the parameters) or outside-in (01) derivations (a 
subtree may not be rewritten if it is in a context parameter of a state). Actually, 
writing (q, s)(t , ,..., t,) instead of q(s, t, ,..., t,) a macro tree transducer turns into a 
context-free grammar with (infinitely many) nonterminals in Q x T,. Hence, as for 
context-free tree grammars, 01-derivations are equivalent to unrestricted 
derivations, but the IO-derivations produce less. The classes of translations realized 
by total deterministic and nondeterministic macro tree transducers using IO- and 
01-derivations are denoted by D,MT, MT,,, and MT,,, respectively. A total 
deterministic macro tree transducer realizes the same mapping in both the IO- and 
01-derivation mode. 
Thus, on the one hand, a macro tree transducer turns into a context-free tree 
grammar by dropping the syntactic parameter (e.g., incorporating it into the state). 
On the other hand, by dropping the context parameters, i.e., by restricting the 
ranks of all states of the macro tree transducer to be 1, the usual topdown tree 
transducer is obtained. Finally, macro tree transducers are the appropriate 
generalization to trees of topdown tree-to-string transducers (obtained by taking 
the yield of the output trees of topdown tree transducers, see, e.g., [19], in the 
same way as top-down tree transducers are generalized2 sequential machines 
[36, 12, 191 and context-free tree grammars are generalized context-free grammars 
[35]. The generalization consists of first viewing a string (for instance, the right- 
hand side w,ql(x,) wl...qn(xn) w, of a topdown tree-to-string transducer) as a 
monadic tree (giving each output symbol and each “symbol” qi(Xi) rank 1, i.e., qi 
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has rank 2), and then generalizing such trees by allowing the symbols to have rank 
> 1. Thus the context parameters of the states are created. 
Hence, macro tree transducers generalize context-free tree grammars, topdown 
tree transducers, and top-down tree-to-string transducers. A picture of this is given 
in Fig. 1, where the dimensions (l), (2), and (3) can be explained as follows. 
Following direction (1) means to drop the syntactic parameter (i.e., the input). 
Note that a topdown tree transducer turns into a regular tree grammar (see [ 131; 
it is a regular set of equations to be solved in the algebra of trees, see [31]). Direc- 
tion (2) means to drop the context parameters. Finally, direction (3) means to 
restrict all output symbols to have rank 1 or 0, and to allow at most one context 
parameter. This means that the right-hand sides of rules are monadic trees, to be 
viewed as strings. The diagram can be generalized (in the direction opposite to (2)) 
as discussed in [9, 151, by observing that one can follow the diagonals from RTG 
to CFG and from T to yT by taking the yield of the output trees; doing the same 
for CFTG and MT (obtaining the macro grammar [23] and the macro tree-to- 
string transducer), and then going up (in the direction opposite to (3)), one obtains 
the next part of the diagram. Iterating this process the higher level tree grammars 
[ 30,20,9] and the higher level macro tree transducer [lo] are obtained. 
We now turn to the connections of macro tree transducers with syntax-directed 
translations. The semantic of a programming language the syntax of which is given 
by a context-free grammar is mostly described in a syntax-directed way: the mean- 
ing of a syntactic construct is defined in terms of the meanings of its direct com- 
ponents using certain operations on a semantic domain. In top-down tree trans- 
ducers (considered as models for this way of providing semantics) the meanings are 
represented by the states. In general, the meaning of a construct may also depend 
on the context in which it occurs. Hence, it is reasonable to have means of 
representing context information and updating it. In macro tree transducers the for- 
CFTG MT 
(1) 
7 (2) 
RTG 
I (3) 
I I I 
FIG. 1. The macro tree transducer (MT) generalizes the context-free tree grammar (CFTG), the 
top-down tree transducer (T), the top-down tree-to-string transducer ( yT), the context-free grammar 
(CFG), the generalized sequential machine (GLUM), the regular tree grammar (RTG) and the regular or 
right-linear grammar (RG). For an explanation of the three dimensions of the cube, see the text. 
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ma1 parameters serve this purpose: they can “store” context information (i.e., trees 
in Td) and this information can be changed with each derivation step (due to the 
trees with parameters and output symbols in the context parameter positions of 
states in the right-hand sides of rules). Hence, macro tree transducers formalize the 
concept of syntax-directed semantics “with context.” 
For the modelling of aspects of denotational semantics total deterministic macro 
tree transducers are appropriate. For convenience, the (uniquely determined) tree in 
Td( Y) derived from q(s, y, ,.,,, vn) by a total deterministic macro tree transducer is 
denoted by M,(s) (treating the y, ,..., y, as output symbols of rank 0). Intuitively, 
M,(s) is the q-meaning or q-translation of (the syntactic construct) s in the formal 
context (y, ,..., y,). By substituting in M,(s), U, ,..., U, E T, for y, ,..., y,, respectively, 
the q-translation of s in the actual context (al,..., u,) is obtained. Hence, M,(s) may 
be viewed as a (“derived”) function PA -+ Td and the tree obtained from the above 
substitution may be denoted by M,(s)(u, ,..., u,). Consider now, for instance, the 
semantic clause of a compound statement in a programming language: %‘[S, ; S,] 
(p, a) = %[bsJ(p, %[S,j(p, a)) where V is a semantic function of type statement + 
(environment x state -+ state), S1 and S, are syntactic variables and p and (T are 
variables over the corresponding semantic domain [26]. This semantic clause can 
be formulated as a rule for a macro tree transducer: %?( S, ; S2 )(x1, x,), y,, vz) + 
%‘(x,, y,, %(x,,y,,y,)), where V denotes now a state of rank 3 and (S,; S,) an 
input symbol of rank 2. Let t, and t, E Td denote an actual environment and a 
state, respectively, and let both s1 and s2 denote derivation trees of statements of 
the programming language. Then, using the notion of V-translation we obtain 
Md(S1; &XS,r SZN(tp> t,) = h4Mtp? M,(s,)(t,, t,)), which corresponds 
closely to the above-mentioned semantic clause. 
In spite of these close connections, a macro tree transducer can only handle con- 
text information as basic objects, i.e., elements of T,. Thus, for instance, the 
environment p and the state q, which are in general functions, should be considered 
as objects of some ground type; in general, parameters of higher type, which are 
more suitable for the modelling of denotational semantics of programming 
languages, cannot be expressed in this model. Furthermore, using the model of the 
present paper the semantic clause of recursive constructs like the while statement 
cannot be handled. This control structure would require e-moves (i.e., rules in 
which no input is consumed) or the explicit use of a symbol denoting the least 
fixed-point of a function. In [lo] higher level tree transducers are studied in order 
to solve these problems. We note that, modelling denotational semantics, it is more 
natural to use many-sorted alphabets (as done in [S]) rather than ranked ones. 
However, since the difference is not very large and since the formalism gets rather 
complicated in the many-sorted case, we decided to stick to ranked alphabets. 
In attribute grammars [29] synthesized attributes are used to represent the 
meanings of syntactic constructs and the inherited attributes represent the context 
information. Simulating synthesized and inherited attributes by states and formal 
parameters, respectively, attribute grammars can be translated into macro tree 
transducers. In fact, in [8] an algorithm is provided how to simulate an attribute 
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grammar by means of a primitive recursive scheme with parameters. Since the 
simulation is schematic, i.e., does not depend on the semantic domain, the 
algorithm translates an attribute grammar (viewed as a tree transducer, see 
[ 15, 181) into a macro tree transducer, i.e., a restricted type of denotational seman- 
tics. Thus, macro tree transducers are a sufficiently powerful model to study 
attribute grammars. 
In this paper we are concerned with total deterministic macro tree transducers as 
well as with their nondeterministic versions. Our main interest is focused on typical 
automata theoretical questions. Hence, as a continuation of [12, 141 we study the 
decomposition of the classes D,MT, hITlo, and MTo, into simpler classes of trans- 
lations. It turns out that every macro tree transducer can be decomposed into 
top-down tree transducers and YIELD-mappings (a YIELD-mapping is a mapping 
from trees to trees that translates an expression in which the operation of tree sub- 
stitution is used symbolically, into the tree it denotes; see [30,20, 9, 81). 
This implies that the domain of a macro tree transducer is recognizable. In order 
to study the power of macro tree transducers we consider compositions K1 0 K,, 
where K, and K2 are classes of macro tree transductions. Unfortunately, the classes 
D,MT, MTIo, and MTo, are not closed under composition. Hence, positive results 
appear only, if one of the classes K, and K2 contains top-down tree transductions 
only. Moreover, K, should be a class of deterministic transductions, because, 
otherwise, we would run into the usual problem of nondeterminism followed by 
copying. (This combination cannot be handled by topdown tree transducers; the 
other “solution,” to restrict K, to noncopying transductions is not considered in 
this paper). We show in particular that total deterministic macro tree transductions 
are closed under (left and right) composition with total deterministic topdown tree 
transductions. Finally, we enlarge the transducer class in question by regular look- 
ahead (as was done in [14] for topdown tree transducers; see also [19]) and 
show that most of the classes of macro tree transductions are closed under regular 
look-ahead, i.e., the addition of the regular look-ahead does not increase the trans- 
formational power of the macro tree transducer. This enlargement facilitates a com- 
parison with bottom-up tree transducers. 
This paper is divided into 7 sections. Section 2 provides some preliminaries. In 
Section 3 macro tree transducers are defined and the connections to top-down tree 
transducers and context-free tree grammars are discussed. Inductive charac- 
terizations are given for the derivation relation of a macro tree transducer (similar 
to the least fixed-point characterization of context-free tree languages, see [20]) 
and, using these, finiteness properties are proved concerning the exponential height 
of output trees and the double exponential length of derivations (in terms of the 
height of the input tree). Decomposition and composition results for total deter- 
ministic macro tree transductions are studied in Section 4. Furthermore the 
addition of regular look-ahead is investigated. Section 5 is concerned with IO 
macro tree transductions. A decomposition is proved and it is shown how bot- 
tom-up tree transductions [36, 121 can be simulated by macro tree transducers 
using IO-derivation mode. This section concludes with a discussion about regular 
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look-ahead for IO macro tree transducers. In Section 6 01 macro tree transductions 
are decomposed and the question of regular look-ahead is investigated. Section 7 
gives some conclusions and remarks. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We recall and invent some notations, basic definitions, and terminology which 
will be used in the rest of the paper. Nevertheless the reader is assumed to be 
familiar with the basic concepts of tree language theory (see, e.g., [34, 37, 12, 131). 
Hence, we sometimes only recall the notations of objects. 
2.1. General Notations 
In the proofs of this paper the reference to the local induction hypothesis is 
abbreviated by I.H. Let [n] denote the subset {l,..., n) of the set of natural num- 
bers that is denoted by N. If A is a set and u E A” is an n-tuple of elements of A, 
then for every iE [n], u(i) denotes the ith component of u. 
The empty set is denoted by 0. For a set A, P(A) is the set of subsets of A. For 
two sets A and B a relation R from A into B is any subset of A x B. The inuerse of R 
is denoted by R- ‘. The composition of two relations R, and R2, denoted by R, 0 R,, 
is the set of pairs {(x, z)l(x, y) E RI and (y, z) E R, for some y}. R” is the n-fold 
composition of R with itself (R” is the identity), R* and R+ denote the reflexive, 
transitive closure and the transitive closure of R, respectively. The domain and range 
of R are denoted by dam(R) and out(R), respectively. Furthermore, the image of a 
set C under R, denoted by R(C), is the set { yl(x, y) E R and x E C}. All these 
notions can be easily transferred to classes of relations for which we use the same 
notations. 
2.2. Trees 
A ranked alphabet is an alphabet in which each symbol has a unique rank in 
{O, 1, 2,...}. The subset C, of the ranked alphabet .Z is the set of symbols of rank m 
(m 2 0). Note that, for i #j, Ci and Cj are disjoint. In constructions and proofs of 
the present paper we use two mechanisms to define ranked alphabets and even 
sometimes a mixture of both. 
We can define a ranked alphabet C by enumerating its finite subsets Z, that are 
not empty, or we can define .Z by giving a set of symbols that are indexed with their 
(unique) rank. For example, if C = {a, 6, c} and a, 6, and c are of rank 0, 2, and 7, 
respectively, then we can describe C by Z0 = {a), Cz = {b 1, and C, = {c ), or by 
{a(‘), bc2), c”‘}. 
The set of labeled trees over a ranked alphabet ,Z is denoted by T,; o(sl,..., s,) is 
the tree with root labeled 0 E 6, and direct subtrees sI ,..., s, E T, (if m = 0, we often 
write cr rather than c( )). Monadic trees, i.e., trees in which only symbols of rank 1 
and one symbol of rank 0 occur, are written as strings; for example, b(c(d(a))) and 
f(f(f(a))) are denoted by bcda and f 3a, respectively. 
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For a set S of symbols or trees, T,(S) is the set of trees defined inductively as 
follows: (i) SST=(S) and (ii) for o~z,, k>O, and t, ,..., tkETZ(S), o(t, ,..., tk)E 
T,(S). Thus Tt- = T,&l). For a subset s’ of S, a tree t E T,(S) is said to be linear in 
s’ if no symbol of s’ occurs more than once in t. The hefght of a tree t, denoted by 
height(t) or h(t), is provided by the function height: T, + N which is defined induc- 
tively on the structure of t as follows: (i) For c E z,, height(a) = 1 and (ii) for 
OE‘r, with m 2 1 and s, ,..., s, E T,, height(a(s, ,..., s,)) = 1 + max{ height( 
i E [m] }. The yield of a tree t, denoted by yield (t), is the sequence of its leaf labels. 
Any subset of T, is called a tree language over C. The class of recognizable tree 
languages is denoted by RECOG. 
2.3. Tree Substitution 
Let X= {x,, x2,...) be the set of (input) variables and Y= {y,, yz,...} the set of 
(formal) parameters; X, = {x1,..., xk) and Y, = (yl,..,, yk} for ka0 (thus 
X0= Y,=@). For a set Z,= {z ,,..., zk} of symbols and a tree t E T,(Z,) with k > 0 
and trees t, ,..., t,E T,, we denote by t[z,/t ,,..., k k z /t ] the result of substituting ti for 
every occurrence of zi in t. Note that for k = 0, t[z,/tl ,..., z,/t,] = t[ ] = t. We will 
use the same definition in case z~,..., zk are trees (such that for no i#j, zi is a sub- 
tree of zj). If the “substitution variables” z, ,..., zk are understood from the context, 
we write t[t, ,..., tk] rather than t[z,/t,,..., zJtk]; this will usually be the case if 
z1 ,..., zk E Y. For n = (sl ,..., s,) E c and p = (t, ,..., t,) E r, with m, n > 0 and a tree 
t E T,(X, u Y,) we often use t(q p) to abbreviate t[x,/s, ,..., x,/s,, yl/t, ,..., y,/t,,]. 
For tree languages L EP(TJ Y,)) and L,,..., Lk~P(Tz( Y,)) with k 2 0 and 
m 20, we recall the definition of IO- and OI-substitution of L,,..., L, into L, 
denoted by L io (L, ,..., Lk) and L G (L, ,..., L,), respectively, from [20] 
(Definition 2.1.1 with Y instead of X), 
L G (L1,..., L,k)= {ml, . . . . t,]Jte L and t,E Li for ie [k]}; 
L ‘or CL, ,*.., Lk) is defined inductively as follows: 
(i) For ~EC,, 0 s (L ,,..., L,)= {cI}. 
(ii) For iE [k], yi br (L, ,..., Lk) = Li. 
(iii) 
MS 
For m > 1, (T E z,, and t, ,..., t, E T=( Y,), a(t, ,..., t,) z (L, ,..., Lk) = 
1 ,..., s,)lfor iE [ml, siE tj G (L, ,..., L,)}. 
(iv) For LET,(Y,), L by (L, ,..., Lk)=u(t ‘or (L, ,..., L,)ltEL}. 
Note that both L io (L, ,.,., Lk) and L ‘or (L, ,..., Lk) are in P(T,( Y,,,)). 
Viewing tree substitution as a symbolic operation (denoted, e.g., by sub) the 
meaning of trees containing sub can be obtained by means of a YIELD-mapping 
(see, e.g., [30, 20, 91) which is defined as follows: Let f be a mapping from z0 to 
T,,(Y). Then S is extended to a mapping YIELD/: T, + T,(Y) by (i) for go z,,, 
YIELDl(a) =f(o), and (ii) for UE~~+~ with ka 0 and so, s1 ,..., sk E T,, 
YIELD,(o(s,, s1 ,..., sk)) = YIELD,(so) [YIELD,(s,),..., YIELD,(s,)] (note that 
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YIELD,(s,) may contain formal parameters yi with i > k; these remain the same). 
The class of these mappings is denoted by YIELD. Note that this definition of 
YIELD is more general than the one in the literature, where YIELD/ is only 
defined on T, if C is a “derived alphabet” containing explicit sub-symbols; here, we 
interpret every symbol as substitution, just as the yield of a tree is obtained by 
interpreting every symbol as concatenation. Most results in the literature remain 
true after this slight extension of YIELD. 
2.4. Bottom-Up Tree Transducers 
A bottom-up tree transducer is a construct M = (Q, C, A, Qf, R) with states (of 
rank l), ranked input and output alphabets, final states, and rules. Every rule in B 
is of the form a(q,(x ) 1 ,..., qk(xk)) -+ q(t) with 0~ zk (k 30), ql,..., qk, qE Q, and 
t E T,(X,). These rules turn into tree rewriting rules, as usual, by substituting trees 
in TX for the xs. The translation realized by M, denoted r(M), is {(s, t) E T, x T,l 
s f q(t) for some q E Q,}. (For more precise definitions, see, e.g., [ 12, 131). 
The class of bottom-up tree transducers is denoted by B, with the prefixes D, ,, 
and D, to express determinism, totality, and total determinism, respectively. A bot- 
tom-up tree transducer is called a bottom-up finite tree automaton, if A = C and 
every rule looks like c$ql(xl),..., qk(Xk)) -+ q(a(x,,..., xk)). The class of bottom-up 
finite tree automata is denoted by B-FTA,. If R, is a class of bottom-up tree trans- 
ducers, R denotes the class of induced translations. Thus, dom(B-FTA) = dom(DB- 
FTA) = RECOG. 
We will use the (classical) way of specifying a finite tree automaton in D,B-FTA, 
by a triple (P, C, 6), where P is the finite set of states, C is the ranked input 
alphabet, and 6 is a family { 6,) of mappings 6,: Pk --+ P with c E zk, k 3 0. The 
function 6: TX -+ P is defined as usual (cf. [38]) recursively on the structure of the 
tree in T,: for aEC, with kB0 and t, )...) t,E T,, 6(a(t, )...) tk))=6,(6(t,) ,..., h(t,)). 
Intuitively, d(t) is the state in which the tree automaton arrives at the root of t. An 
automaton in DB-FTA, is specified by a 4-tuple (P, C, 6, F), where FE P is the set 
of final states. 
2.5. Simultaneous Induction 
A great number of definitions and proofs in this paper are done by a kind of 
double induction on trees that will be called simultaneous induction. Although this 
is only technical stuff, we want to convince the reader that this concept really 
provides definitions and proofs. 
Let Z be a ranked alphabet and A a set. The mappings g: U {Elm >, O> + A and 
f: T, + A are said to be defined by simultaneous induction if the following holds: 
(a) For all c E C, with m > 0 and s, ,..., s, E T,, g( (s, ,..., s,)) is used to define 
.f74s 1 ,...1 GJ). 
(b) For all sl,..., S,E T, with m >O, f(sI),..., f(s,) are used to define 
d(Sl >“.T %A). 
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Using this concept the mappings f and g are well defined. In fact, by (b), for 
m = 0, g(( )) can be defined immediately (without the use off), where ( ) is the 
empty sequence. Then, by (a), f(a) can be defined for every c E C,. Now assume 
that f(s,) ,..., f(s,) for m > 0 are already defined. Then, by (b), g((si ,..., s,)) can be 
defined and therefore, using (a) again, f(~(si,..., 3,)) can be defined for every 
(T EC,. Hence, S is defined everywhere. Then (b) implies that g( (sl ,..., s,)) can be 
defined for every tuple (So,..., 3,). 
Let Q and P be two predicates which range over u{ c/m > 0} and T,, respec- 
tively. Q and P are said to be proved by simultaneous induction if (a) and (b) are 
proved: 
(a) For all m 20, (T EC,, and s1 ,..., s,,, E T,, if Q((s, ,..., s,)) holds, then 
P(a(s, ,..., 8,)) holds. 
(b) For all m > 0 and s1 ,..., s, E T,, if P(s, ) and P(s2) and.. . and P(s,) hold, 
then Q( (sl ,..., s,)) holds. 
Using a similar argumentation as for the definition by simultaneous induction, it 
is easy to see that, if P and Q are proved by simultaneous induction, then for all 
s, s ,,..., s, E Tz with m > 0, P(s) and Q((s, ,..., s,)) hold. 
In fact, the above induction principles are just a special case of the ordinary 
induction principles for trees over a many-sorted alphabet (see [27] and 
Theorem 6.5 of [6]). To explain this, consider, for a ranked alphabet Z, the 
(infinite) many-sorted alphabet s(C) with sorts t and t, (for every m 20) and 
operation symbols tup, and app, (for every m > 0 and CJ E C,) of type t”’ -+ t, and 
t, -+ t, respectively. Consider now the tree algebra F with carriers T, and c of sort 
t and t,, respectively, and with the operations (tup,,,)F(s,,..., s,) = (So,..,, s,) and 
(app,),((s ,,..., s,)) = a(sl ,..., s,) for s1 ,..., S,E T,. Clearly, F is the free s(Z)- 
algebra, and the above induction principles are the usual ones for T,(,, (note that Q 
is the union of predicates Qm on z). 
3. DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
In this section we will formally define the macro tree transducer and associate a 
tree translation with it by means of a derivation relation. Context-free tree gram- 
mars are simulated by macro tree transducers and conversely macro tree trans- 
ducers modelled by context-free tree grammars (cf. Sect. 1). The translation of a 
macro tree transducer is characterized inductively (in two ways). Finally, two 
bounds on derivations are pointed out: the height of output trees is always 
exponentially bounded and the length of a derivation always double exponentially 
bounded with respect to the height of the input tree. 
3.1. Definition of Macro Tree Transducer 
Although the new transducer model can be considered as a natural extension of 
the top-down tree transducer, the right-hand sides of rules are a bit more com- 
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plicated. To avoid a complex definition of macro tree transducers we put the 
definition of the set of possible right-hand sides in front. 
Building up a right-hand side for a macro tree transducer rule we may use output 
symbols, formal parameters y, ,..., y, (for some n >, 0), and constructs q(xi, t, ,..., tk) 
with xi E X,,, The arguments t 1,..., tk of q may again contain all the mentioned con- 
structs. Thus, for instance, nested states may occur which correspond to nested 
procedure calls in programming languages. Of course, in a right-hand side the 
allowed input variables and formal parameters are prescribed by the left-hand side 
of the rule. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let Q and A be ranked alphabets and m, n 20. The set of 
right-hand sides RHS(Q, A, m, n) over Q and A with m variables and n parameters 
is the smallest set rhs E T, ud( X,,,u Y,) satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) Y,, c rhs. 
(ii) For SEA, with k>O and lr ,..., <,Erhs, S(< ,,..., tk)Erhs. 
(iii) For qEQk+l with k 2 0, xi E X, and 5, ,..., tk E rhs, q(x,, 5, ,..., tk) E rhs. 
If Q, A, m, and n are understood from the context we write RHS rather than 
RHS(Q, A, m, n). Note that in case (ii) k = 0 is included. As an example, for m = 3 
and n=4, &a, q(xl, y(q’(xl,yz, a))),.~,) is in RHS(Q, A, 3,4), where aed,, YEA,, 
SEA,, qEQ2, and q’EQ3. 
Now we are in the position to define the macro tree transducer [ 15,8 J. 
3.2. DEFINITION. (i) A macro tree transducer M is a tuple (Q, C, A, qi”, R) con- 
sisting of three ranked alphabets Q, C, and A of states, input and output symbols, 
respectively (each state has at least rank l), an initial state q’” of rank 1, and a finite 
set R of rules of the form 
(*I 
where m, n>O, qEQ,+,, FEZ,,,, and tERHS(Q, A, m, n). 
(ii) A macro tree transducer M is deterministic (total), if for each pair 
qEQn+, and aE C, there is at most (at least) one rule in R with left-hand side 
q(fJ(x,,..., xm), Yl,‘.., u,). 
(iii) A macro tree transducer is (input) linear, if in the right-hand side of any 
rule in R a variable of the left-hand side occurs at most once, i.e., if q(a(x,,..., x,), 
y, ,..., y,) + t is in R, then t is linear in X,. (The analogous concept of linearity with 
respect to the parameters will not be considered.) 
The class of macro tree transducers is denoted by MT,. The class of deterministic 
{total, total deterministic, linear} macro tree transducers is denoted by 
DMT,{ ,MT,, D,MT,, LMT,}, and similarly for other combinations. 
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Rules like (*) in Definition 3.2 are called (q, o)-rules. Intuitively, q(o(xl,..., x,), 
y,,..., y,) computes the q-translation of the subtree c(x 1,..., x,) in the environment 
Yl?, Yn. 
As a special case of MT, one can easily obtain the class of topdown tree trans- 
ducers (denoted by T,): a top-down tree transducer is a macro tree transducer such 
that every state has rank 1. Then the rules are of the form 
where t E RHS(Q, d, m, 0) = T,(Q(X,)). Thus, T, c MT, (cf. Sect. 1) and further- 
more the restrictions of Definition 3.2 are the usual ones (cf. [34, 121). 
A topdown tree transducer is called a top-down finite tree automaton, if A = C 
and every rule is of the form 
q(a(x, ,...> &)) -+ 4q1(x,L 4mkn))~ 
for 4, q1 ,..., q,,,EQ with m>O and aEC,. The class of topdown finite tree 
automata is denoted by T-FTA,. 
As customary we associate a tree translation with a macro tree transducer by 
means of a derivation relation. By substituting trees of T, and sentential forms 
(these are trees in TQuzVd) for the variables and the parameters, respectively, a 
rule (*) turns into a subtree rewriting rule with which the derivation relation can be 
defined. To make this clearer let us look at the following example. 
3.3. EXAMPLE. Let M= (Q, 2; A, qin, R)EMT,, and let p: q(a(x,, x,), 
yl, y,, y,) -+ g(a, y,, q’(x,, ,f(y2), yl)) be a rule in R (see also Fig. 2a). Now con- 
sider a tree 4 in which the structure of the left-hand side ofp is present, for instance, 
4 = PCZl/ddSI 3 s2), t, > t2, t3)] (see also Fig. 2b), where /?E Tp,,,,({z,}) and z1 
occurs exactly once in /I; sl, s2 E T, and t, , t2, and t3 E TQ u z’u d (/3 contains z 1 only 
for the purpose of representing 4 in a suitable way). According to the rule p we may 
replace the subtree q(a(s,, s2), t,, t2, t3) of 4 by the right-hand side of p in which 
FIG. 2. A rule and a derivation step of a macro tree transducer 
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the trees si, s2, and t,, t,, t3 are substituted for xi, x2, and y,, y,, y,, respectively, 
i.e., byg(a, Y,, q’(xl,f(y2), Y~))<(s~, 4, (fly t2, t3). Hence, we obtain the tree $ = 
PCz,/g(a, f , q’bl,f(Q tl))l> d erivable from 4 in one step. Thus 4 and $ are in the 
derivation relation *: C$ * $ (see Fig. 2b). 
Since states may be nested we have the choice to which state we apply a rule first. 
There are two possibilities corresponding to the main methods in which parameters 
of a procedure in a programming language are handled: call by value and call by 
name. (Note that in the program schematological consideration of a macro tree 
transducer the first parameter, i.e., the input variable, is always a call by value 
parameter, because it should contain a tree in T,.) Using the first strategy, the 
values of the parameters have to be calculated first and then transferred to the 
procedure body. Hence, if we want to have a call by value or inside-out (IO) 
derivation relation for the macro tree transducer, the trees in the positions of the 
formal parameters of a state have to be trees over the output alphabet. In the call 
by name strategy the parameters of a procedure call may themselves contain 
procedure calls and are transferred to the body in an unevaluated form. It is well 
known that in the call by name case we may use “normal order of evaluation,” i.e., 
evaluate outermost occurrences of procedure calls first. Hence, in a call by name or 
outside-in (01) derivation relation we apply a rule to one of the outermost states of 
the tree in question. An occurrence of a state is outermost in the tree t if on the 
path from this state to the root of t no other states occur. The IO- and OI- 
derivation relation are special cases of the unrestricted version in which to an 
arbitrary state of the tree a (suitable) rule may be applied. 
In the following definition recall that t((~,,..., s,), (t I ,..., t,,)) denotes t[x,/s, ,..., 
x,/s,, y,/t ,,..., y,/t,], see Section 2.3. 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let M= (Q, Z, A, q’“, R) E MT, and 4, II/ E TQurud. The 
binary relations * M,unr, aM,io, =-M,oI G T, u z‘v d x T, v z v d are given by: 
(0 4 =kunr Ic/ if there is a rule in R of the form 
4(4x, ,‘..3 x,), YI 9.“) Y,) + 4 
and there is a /I E T m which z1 occurs exactly once, and there are 
s1 ,..., S,E T z and t .e~z;$““) 1, .) n Qvzud, such that 4 = BCz,/q(ds, ,..., s,), f, ,..., [,)I and 
~=PCz,/~(bl,...~ SJ, (f,,-, t,)>l. 
(ii) 4 =>M,IO ICI if 4 *M,unr II/, but the t , ,..., t, in (i) are restricted to be 
elements of T,. 
(iii) 4 *M,OI ti if 4 *M,unr $, but for the zi in (i) the following holds: on the 
path from z1 to the root of fl no state occurs. 
If M, IO, 01, or unr is understood from the context it is dropped; % and % are 
defined as usual. 
If we consider macro tree transducers using the derivation mode p E (01, IO, 
WY} we refer to them as p-macro tree transducers. 
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Note that a,,,,, is the usual derivation relation for top-down tree transducers. If 
there are no nested states in right-hand sides of rules of a macro tree transducer, 
then the three derivation modes coincide: every actual parameter of q is in Td (i.e., 
jun, = *io) and every q is outermost (i.e., a,,,,, = ~oi). 
Definition 3.4 is very similar to the definition of the derivation relation of con- 
text-free tree grammars in [20]. The connections between these grammars and 
macro tree transducers are discussed in Section 3.2. 
3.5. DEFINITION. Let ,UE {IO, 01, U~Y} and MEMT,: 
(i) The ptranslation realized by M, denoted by z,(M), is ((s, t) E TZ x T,j 
4”(s) %44M,p t 1. 
(ii) Let 4 E T e u Zu d. The planguage derivable by M from 5, denoted by 
L,(M 51, is {te TA15 SM.@ t}. 
(iii) The poutput language of M is out(z,(M)). 
Note that z,(M) = ((3, t)lse T,, teL,JM, qi”(s))} for MEMT,. The classes of 
p-translations realized by MT,, DMT,, *MT,, and LMT, are denoted by MT,, 
DMT,, ,MT,, and LMT, and similarly for other combinations. The class of trans- 
lations realized by top-down tree transducers is denoted by T. We denote dom(DT- 
FTA) by DT-RECOG. Note that DT-RECOG q RECOG =dom(T-FTA), see 
[37]. Since B-FTA = T-FTA, we will denote this class by FTA. 
Since a top-down tree transducer can be obtained from a macro tree transducer 
by restricting the rank of the states to be one, nested states do not occur. Hence, the 
inclusion of the translation classes is obvious. 
3.6. PROPOSITJON. TE MTIo and Tc MT,,. 
Similar results hold for the restricted transducer classes. 
How do the trees derivable from an initial sentential form qi”(s) look like? Of 
course, they are elements of TQ v Z v d. But they appear only in a special shape: the 
first argument of a state is always a tree over the input alphabet C and these input 
symbols occur in the first argument of a state only. As suggested by the definition of 
right-hand sides, the other arguments of a state may contain output symbols and 
again states which satisfy the above explained restrictions. We will prove that all 
derivable trees beginning with qi”(s) for a tree SE T, are elements of SF(Q, C, A). 
This set is defined as follows: 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let Q, C, and A be ranked alphabets. The set of sentential 
forms over Q, Z, and A, denoted by SF(Q, Z, A), is the smallest set sf c TevZvd 
satisfying the following conditions: (i) For 6 E Ak with k> 0 and t,,..., t, E sf, 
at I ,..., tk)Esf, and (ii) for qEQk+I with k>O, SET=, and t,,..., t,osf, 
q(s, t, ,..., tk) E sf. If Q, 2, and A are understood from the context, they are dropped. 
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3.8. PROPOSITION. Let M= (Q, .E’, A, qin, R) E MT,. For all t E SF and 
t’E TeuZud, ift ju,, t’, then t’ESF. 
Proof. First, the substitution of input trees and sentential forms for variables 
and parameters into a right-hand side delivers a sentential form. 
For all t E RHS(Q, A, m, n), rt E c and p E SF”: t( x, p) E SF. (*I 
This can easily be shown by induction on the structure of t, cf. Definition 3.1. 
Hence, every tree which is derivable in one step from a sentential form is again a 
sentential form. 
For all teSF and ~‘ET~“~“~: t *unr t’ implies t’ESF. (**I 
This can be shown by straightforward induction on the structure of t, cf. 
Definition 3.7, using (*) for case (ii) in 3.7, if a rule is appied to q. Clearly, this 
proves the proposition. 1 
Note in particular, since every q’“(s) with s E Tz is a sentential form, only 
elements of SF occur in the derivation process. Hence, we could also have defined 
the derivation relations as subsets of SF x SF. 
To make all these notions clearer we present the usual example [29] in which 
production trees for binary numbers are translated into trees denoting their decimal 
value. (Production trees are a kind of derivation trees of a context-free grammar in 
which the nodes are labelled with the applied productions rather than nonter- 
minals, see [2].) 
3.9. EXAMPLE. Let M = (Q, C, A, qin, R) E DMT,, where Q = {qi”, qc2)}, C = 
{(S+N)(“, (N+NO)(‘), (N+Nl)“), (N-r I)“‘}, A= {O(‘), l(O), exp”‘, 
+ (2)}, and R contains the following rules: 
(1) 4i”K~-+wb)) +q(x, 01, 
(2) q((N-+NO)(x), Y)-‘dX, +(y, I)), 
(3) q((N-tNl)(xLy)+ +(exp(v), dx, +(Y, l))), and 
(4) 4W-+ 1 L Y) + ew(y). 
Interpreting the output symbols in the obvious way (with exp(t) denoting 2’) the 
information in the parameter position indicates the length of the already processed 
suffix part of the binary number. With this length information rule (3) can calculate 
the decimal value of a 1 in the binary number. A complete derivation is written 
down in Fig. 3. The input tree is a production tree for the binary number 110, the 
decimal value of which is 6; if we interpret the output tree we obtain indeed 6. 
Note that, interpreted, M specifies the denotational semantics of binary numbers, 
in a meta-notation close to the usual one [26]: q is the name of a semantic function 
and, e.g., rule (3) would be written as semantic clause q[lNlj(y) = +(exp(y), 
q[NJ( +(y, 1))) (see also Sect. 1). 
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FIG. 3. A complete derivation of a macro tree transducer. 
In this binary number example there is no difference between the three derivation 
relations, because there do not occur nested states in the rules of M. But of course, 
there are the usual examples [20] in which IO- and 01-derivation lead to different 
results. 
3.10. EXAMPLE. Let M = (Q, C, A, qin, R) E MT,, where Q = (q’“, p(*)} C = 
f (I), a (‘I, b(O)}, A = {g(‘), d(l), e(O), cCo’}, and R contains the following rules: 
(1) 4Ym)) -+P(X, qi”(xh 
Q), (3) 4”(a) + elc, 
(4) Aa, Y) -+dY, Y), 
(5) ~(6 .Y) --t e, and 
(6) P(f(X)> Y) + Ax, KY)). 
For the input treef(a) all possible IO-derivations are 
P(f(a)) *da, 4”(a)) => ~(4 e) * de, e) 
and 
s’“(f(a)) * Aa, 4”(a)) * ~(4 c) * AC, c) 
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and the 01-derivations are 
and 
q’“(f(Q)) * P(ad”(a)) * g(q’“(a), q’“(a)) j2 de, e), 
q’“(f(u)) * . . . * g(q’“(a), qi”(a)) j2 g(c, e), 
q’“(f(a))- ... * g(q’“(a), et”(a)) a2 de, cl, 
q’“(f(u)) a .‘. * g(q’“(4, q’“(4) ** g(c, cl. 
This difference between IO- and 01-derivation is caused by the order of copying 
and nondeterminism: whereas in the IO-mode nondeterminism (by application of 
rule (2) and (3)) is followed by copying (rule (4)), the 01-mode copies qi”(u) first, 
which then can be derived nondeterministically. 
There is another difference, which becomes obvious by consideringf(b) as input: 
the IO-derivation q’“(f(b)) * p(b, qi”(b)) stops, because there is no rule with left- 
hand side qi”(b) in R. Hence f(b) 4 dom(r,o(M)). But the 01-derivation yields a 
proper result: q’“(f(b)) G- p(b, q’“(b)) a e; hence, f(b) E dom(ro,(M)). 
This difference is caused by the order of “checking” followed by deletion: in the 
IO-derivation the “partial” state q’” has to be evaluated first and this cannot be 
done. In the 01-derivation the produced state p deletes its parameter in which a 
partial state occurs; the translation is successful. 
The second difference in Example 3.10 reveals a nice property of an IO-macro 
tree transducer: it can check in the parameter positions of a state whether an input 
(sub-) tree is in a recognizable tree language; if it is in the required language, then 
the transducer can continue, otherwise it stops. This is a typical bottom-up 
property (checking followed by deletion, see [12] and in fact, later we will show 
that B E MT,, , see Theorem 5.16. 
We end this section by proving an elementary property of derivations. One could 
imagine that there are arbitrarily long derivations in a macro tree transducer, 
obtained by repeatedly nesting states. Whereas the height of one of the involved 
input subtrees always decreases whenever a rule is applied, a lot of copies of the 
subtrees may occur in the resulting sentential form. But the following shows that for 
a given sentential form t there is a bound on the length of the derivations starting 
with t. Even, for fixed t,, the bound for t,[y,/t,,..., y,/t,] depends only on the 
bounds for t, ,..., t,. Later (in Theorem 3.25) we will provide a concrete bound on 
the length of the possible derivations of a macro tree transducer. 
The following theorem is also given in [24]. 
3.11. THEOREM. Let M be a macro tree transducer. For every sentential form t 
there is a bound on the length of derivations of M starting with t. 
Proof. Let M = (Q, C, A, qi”, R) E MT,. Let + denote *M,unr. We prove the 
following two statements by simultaneous induction (see Sect. 2.5): 
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(1) ForallsETrandallqEQ,+lwithn~Othereisafunctiong,,~:N”-t~ 
such that for all t r,..., t, E SF, if the derivations from ti are not longer than ci 
(1~ i 6 n), then the derivations from q(s, tl ,..., t,) are not longer than g,,(c ,,..., c,). 
(2) For all n = (si,..., S,)E c with m >/ 0 and all t E RHS(Q, A, m, n) with 
n 2 0 there is a function g,,,: N” -+ N such that for all p = (t, ,..., t,) E SF”, if the 
derivations from ti are not longer than ci (1 6 i < n), then the derivations from 
t(n, p) are not longer than g,,Jc, ,..., c,). 
Following Section 2.5, we have a predicate P of s E T,, defined by (1) (dropping 
the quantification of s), and a predicate Q of z= (sr ,..., s,) E TT, defined by (2) 
(dropping the quantification of 7~). We have to prove (a) and (b), where (a) is the 
implication Q((sl ,..., s,)) * P(a(sl ,..., s,)) and (b) is the implication P(sl) and 
P(s2) and . . . and P(s,) G- Q((s,,..., s,)). We first prove (a) which is, roughly 
speaking, (2) =E. ( 1). 
(a) An arbitrary derivation from q(o(s, ,..., s,,,), tl,..., t,) looks either like 
q(fJ(s, ..., s,), t1,.-, t,) fs q(+l,.-, s,), t;,..., tk) with ti 5 t: and then it is not 
longer than C;=l ci, or it looks like q(a(s ,,..., s,), t, ,..., t,) 2% q(a(s ,,..., s,), 
t; )...) tk) 3 t(n, p’) 5 t’ with ti % t:, t is a right-hand side of a (q, a) - rule, 
n = @I,..., s,), and p’ = (t; ,..., i t ). Clearly, because ti % ti, the length of derivations 
from t; is also bounded by ci. Hence, using (2), this derivation is not longer than 
c;= 1 ci + 1 + &,l(C , ,..., c,). Hence, as a rough bound for s = cr(sl ,..., s,) we can take 
&,sh 3’..3 c,) = Cl + . . . + c, + 1 + c, gz,Jcl,..., c,), where t ranges over the right- 
hand sides of rules with left-hand side q(a(s,,..., sJ, y,,..., y,). (We take C, rather 
than max, for the sake of the proof of Theorem 3.25.) 
Part (b) of the proof (the implication (1) + (2)) is proved by induction on the 
structure of t with respect to Definition 3.1. 
(b) (i) If t = yj~ Y,, then let g,,,(cl ,..., c,)=ci. 
(ii) If f=d(tJr,..., lk) with SEA,, k > 1, and t1 ,..., tk E RHS, then let 
g,.t(c1 Y...> G) = Cf= 1 g,t,(cl ,..., 4; if k = 0, g,,,,(c, ,..., c,) = 1. 
(iii) If t=q(xi, 5 ,,..., lk) with qEQk+,, k>O, xieXm, and rl ,..., tkeRHS, 
then using (1) for si, we can take gJc, ,..., c,) = g4,s,(gn,S,(cI ,..., d,..., 
It is left to the reader to check that these g-functions satisfy the conditions. By the 
remarks in Section 2.5, (1) and (2) are now proved. Since every sentential form t 
can be written as t’(n, ( )) for some t’ E RHS(Q, A, m, 0), m 2 0, 7~ E c, it follows 
immediately from (2) that the derivations starting from t have bounded length. [ 
3.2. Context-free Tree Grammars 
In Section 1 we have considered macro tree transducers as a combination of 
top-down tree transducers and context-free tree grammars (CFTG). Now we want 
to make obvious that the new model has at least the power of both of the latter 
ones. Furthermore, the behavior of a macro tree transducer can also be modelled 
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by a context-free tree grammar. For a precise definition of a context-free tree gram- 
mar (or macro grammar) and all other notations, see e.g., [20]. 
We have already seen (Proposition 3.6) that the class of top-down tree transduc- 
tions is included in the class of macro tree transductions. On the other hand, the 
classes of tree languages generated by context-free tree grammars (ZOT, OZT), are 
contained in the classes of output languages of macro tree transducers using the 
corresponding derivation mode. In fact, the languages generated by 
G = (N, A, S, R) E CFTG, where N and A denote the set of nonterminals and ter- 
minals, respectively, S is the initial nonterminal, and R denotes a finite set of rules, 
can be obtained from a macro tree transducer M, while supplying monadic trees 
a”e (with CJ of rank 1 and e of rank 0) as input and disallowing rules with e in the 
left-hand side. Thus, cr”e is a kind of dummy input, because in the choice of the 
applied rule there is no decision depending on the input symbol which is read. 
Thus, we can construct A4 = (N, { cr (l), e(O)}, A, S, R’} EMT,, where R’ is obtained 
from R as follows: if A(yl,...,y,)+r with AEN, and tcTNud(Yn) is a rule in R 
then A(a(x,), y,,...,yn)+ G(t) is a rule in R’, where $: T,,,( Y,) --+ 
RHS(N, A, 1, n) is defined by string manipulation: replace B( by B(x, for every 
occurrence of a nonterminal B in t. For example, $(g(B(a, A(g(b, c)), d))) = 
g(B(x,, a, A(x,, g(b, c)), d)). Note that, if AE N,, then A is considered in M as a 
state of rank n + 1. There is no rule in R with left-hand side A(e, yl,..., y,); reaching 
such construct, the derivation stops. Hence, to obtain all elements of the tree 
language p-generated (p E (IO, 01, ZUZ,}) by G, which is denoted by L,(G) [20], we 
need monadic input trees of arbitrary length. Since M provides the “same” 
derivations as G except that it “drags along” the a”e, it is intuitively clear that 
L,(G) = U{L,(M, S(o”e))lne N}. 
It should be obvious that this method can be used for every derivation mode and 
so we obtain the following result. 
3.12. COROLLARY. 
and 
Note that in the same way top-down tree transducers correspond to context-free 
tree grammars without parameters, i.e., to regular tree grammars. Vice versa, any 
macro tree transducer with C = (0 (I), e’“‘} and no (q, e)-rule can be turned into a 
context-free tree grammar generating the output language of M. 
The monadic input tree plays the role of a limiter (clock) for the length (“time”) 
of a derivation. Hence, it could be worthwhile to study macro tree transducers with 
monadic input trees a”e for “time complexity” investigations on context-free tree 
grammars. 
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We have shown how to simulate a context-free tree grammar by a macro tree 
transducer. Actually, we can, conversely, simulate a macro tree transducer by a 
context-free tree grammar in the following sense: the p-language (cl E {IO, 01, unr} ) 
derivable from an initial sentential form qi”(s) using an arbitrary macro tree trans- 
ducer M can be obtained as the tree language p-generated by a particular context- 
free tree grammar G,, i.e., LJM, qi”(s)) = L,(G,), as follows. For an M= (Q, C, A, 
gin, R) E MT, and an input tree s E T, we encode two pieces of information into the 
nonterminals of a context-free tree grammar G, = (N,, A, S,, R,): a state q in which 
an input tree s’ is read. Hence, the set of nonterminals is defined by N, = { (q, s’)/ 
q E Q, s’ is a subtree of s}, where (q, s’) is of rank n if q E Q, + , . Let the initial non- 
terminal S, be (q’“, s). In every rule 
q(dx, >..., -%J, y, ,..., Y,) -+ t, t E RHS(Q, A, m, n) (*I 
of R these two pieces of information are combined and (1) turns into a grammar 
rule as follows. For all subtrees s’ of s, if s’ is of the form g(s, ,..., s,) with m 2 0, 
then (4, J’>(Y, ,..., y,) --t (t), is in R,, where z denotes (s,,..., s,). The auxiliary 
function ( )n: RHS(Q, A, m, n) -+ TN,ud (Y,,) is defined in an obvious way (using 
RHS to abbreviate RHS(Q, A, m, n)): (i) for Jo [n], (y,), =yj, (ii) for SE A, with 
ka0 and <i ,..., ck~RHS, (s(t, ,..., L)h = &(tl),,..., (5kL), and (iii) for q E Qk+ l 
with k 2 0, xi E J’, and t, ,..., tk E RHS, (q(xi, tl ,..., &IL = (s, si)((tlL.., (&A). 
Note that N, and R, are finite sets. 
It should be obvious that the sentential forms appearing in the derivations of M 
with input s are in a 1-l correspondence with the sentential forms in the derivations 
of the grammar G,? and that their notions of derivation step also correspond. Hence, 
both sets of derivations are the “same” and we obtain 
L,(M q’“(s)) = L,(G,) with p E {IO, 01, u~Y}. 
Since L,,(G) G L,,(G) = L,,,(G) for all GE CFTG [23], we obtain immediately 
the analogous result for the derivation relations of macro tree transducers. 
3.13. COROLLARY. For all MEMT,, 
Hence, MT,,, = MTo, and therefore we will not consider the unrestricted 
derivation mode any more. 
3.3. Inductive Characterizations and Finiteness Properties 
In this section we characterize the translation of a macro tree transducer in two 
different ways. Using these characterizations we can conclude a height restriction 
for the output trees in terms of the height of the input tree. Finally, we give an 
explicit bound on the length of derivations for a macro tree transducer. 
For the proofs of composition and decomposition results in later sections an 
inductive characterization for the translations realized by macro tree transducers is 
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convenient. This characterization provides, for a sentential form t, the set of output 
trees to which the macro tree transducer translates t in an immediate fashion, i.e., 
without the use of derivations. Thus, we could write, for instance, in the binary 
number example, equations like 
qi”WQM= +(exp(+(O, 111, exp(+(+(O, 11, l))), 
where 110 denotes the production tree of 110 and q’“(m)1, denotes the q’“- - 
translation of 110. The rules in this example also turn into equations, similar to the 
semantic clauses of denotational semantics; e.g., rule (3): q( (N+ Nl )(x), y) --+ 
+@xp(h 4(x, + (Y, 1))) turns into q((N-, N1 )(s), f)l, = +(exp(t), q(.c 
+ (t, l))l,) for all s E T, and t E Td. Now q( (N -+ Nl )(s), t)\ ,+, is the q-translation 
of (N + Nl )(s) in the context t. 
Since we have to distinguish between IO- and 01-derivation, we provide for both 
derivation modes inductive characterizations. Let us start with the IO-case. The 
definition is by simultaneous induction (see Sect. 2.5), with an inner induction on 
the structure of right-hand sides. 
3.14. DEFINITION. Let A4 = (Q, Z‘, A, gin, R) E MT,: 
(1) For all s=a(s,,..., s,)ET, with m>O, qEQ,,+, with n>O and p= 
(f 1 >...> LIE 2, ds, tl,..., t,)t,u~ Td is the set U(t(T, T p),dq(4xl,..., x,,J, 
y, ,..., y,) -+ t in R}, where rt = (s, ,..., s,). 
(2) For all 71 = (si,..., s,)E~, teRHS(Q, A, m, n), and p=(tl ,..., tn)~Tnd 
with m, n > 0, t( t, rc, p),+, E Td is defined inductively on the structure oft. 
0) For .YjE Y,, Yj(?, JL P)M= {tf>. 
(ii) For SEA, with k>O and 5 ,,..., <,ERHS, S(< ,,..., ck)(f,7t,p)M = 
{411,..., ik)15i~5i<t~ T P>~ for all in Ckl). 
(iii) For qE Qk+l with k>,O, x~EX,, and r, ,..., lk~RHS, q(xi, < ,,..., tk) 
(T,~,P)~ = {t’~ T,I there are i ,,..., ik such that c, E tj( T, TC, P)~ for all in [k] 
and t’~q(s,, i,,..., L) t,>. 
If A4 is understood from the context it is omitted. 
Note that q(s, t, ,..., t,) TM is always a finite set of trees: the set of possible 
q-translations of s in the context fl,..., t,. We prove that this characterization 
correctly models the IO-derivation of macro tree transducers. 
3.15. THEOREM. Let M=(Q, C, A, qin, R)E MT,. For all SE T,, qi”(s)TM = 
&dM q’“(s)). 
Proof: To show the theorem we prove two statements by simultaneous induc- 
tion. To illustrate this proof technique once more we work this out in detail: 
(1) For all SET=, qEQ,+, with nZ0, and t, ,..., ~,ET~, q(s, tl ,..., tn)f,w = 
LIOW, q(s, t1,..., t,)). 
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(2) For all rc = (si,..., s,) E c with m > 0, I E RHS(Q, d, m, n) = RHS with 
~120, and ~=(t I,...> L)E Fhd, t<t, T P)M = &AM, l(P P>). 
(a) We have to show that, if (2) holds for rr = (s, ,..., s,), then (1) holds for 
+I ,.**, 3,). Let s = a(s, ,..., s,), n: = (si ,..,, s,), and p = (tr ,..., t,). Then 
q(s, t, ,...T fn)tM 
= U{t(t, 71, p)Mlq(4xI,..., x,), Y~,...~Y,)+ tin RI by Definition 3.14, 
= U(bAM f(c p)Mdx,,..., ~~1, Ye,..., Y,) -, 1 in R} by (2), 
= ~,,(M q(s, fl,“‘, t,)). (*) 
(b) We have to show that, if (1) holds for So,..., s,, then (2) holds for 
(3 I,.**, 3,). This is proved by induction on the structure of t. Let (t ) abbreviate 
CT? 71, P)Ml 
(i) For Y,E Yny Yj<t)= {fj}=L,,(M, t,)=L,o(M,Yj<R, P>). 
(ii) For 6 E A, with k > 0 and r, ,..., tk E RHS, 
&t; 19.“> &J(T) 
={~(~,,...,ik)lii~~;(t)foralii~Ckl} by Definition 3.14, 
= (S(l,,..., i/c)ICiELlo(M, Ci(n, p))forall ig Ckl) by 1.K 
= &3(W @51(n, PL L(T P>)) 
= JMM 4t,v-> 5kKT P>) by an obvious fact for tree substitution. (*) 
(iii) For qEQk+, with k > 0, xi E X,, and 5, ,..., & E RHS, 
4txi3 CYl Y..*> 5/c)< t > 
= {t’ E r,l there are i, ,..., ik such that ii E ri( 7 ) for all ie [k] and 
t’ E 4Csi5 il2..*7 ik)t M} by Definition 3.14, 
= (t’~ T,]there are [i,..., ik suchthatciEL1o(M, <,(n,p))forall 
iE Ckl and t’ E MM, q(Si, 51,..., i,))> by (1) and I.H., 
=LIO(M, 4(xi, <I,...? 5k)(% P>)* (*I 
At (*) we have used some obvious properties of Lro, i.e., of IO-derivations. 
Recall from Section 2.5 that both statements are proved now, the latter of which, 
taking q = q’” and n = 0, passes into the theorem. i 
We compute q’“(f(a))tM for the transducer of Example 3.10 to make Definition 
3.14 more vivid: 
4”u(4)t,=P(x~ qi”WKf, (a), ( )>M 
= {t/there is a i in q’“(x){ t, (a), ( )> and I EP(CZ, [)tM} 
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={tlthereisa[in{e,c}andt~~(a,[)f~} 
= {de, eh dc, cl), 
because ~(~~e)tM=ghyKt9( ),(e))M={g(e,e)) and p(ayc)tM=g(yjy) 
(t, ( h (cl>,= MC> 4). Thus> d”(f(4L=LdM c?‘(fW))~ 
If the macro tree transducer A4 is deterministic (total deterministic), it is obvious 
that q(s, tl ,-., MM and t( t, rc, p),,,, are always sets with at most one symbol 
(singletons, respectively). Hence, we may consider t ,+, and (t, rc, p),,,, as partial 
functions (total functions, respectively) in the customary way: 
t,w: Q(T,, Td) + Td and (t, 71, P),+,: RHS(Q, 4 m, n)-, T,, 
where Q(Tz, Td)= {q(s, t, ,..., t,)lqEQ,,+, with n>O, .YET~, and t, ,..., t,ETd}. 
Note that, since T, E MT,, Definition 3.14 also provides an inductive charac- 
terization for top-down tree transducers. 
Now let us turn to the 01-characterization. It is defined in a way similar to the 
IO-case, but in an 01-derivation we must be aware of the fact that an “activated” 
state may contain sentential forms < in its arguments rather than only output trees. 
Since a whole tree language is represented by 5, we define for q E Q, + r with n > 0, 
s E T,, and tree languages L, ,..., L, over the output alphabet A, q(s, L, ,..., L,,)JM as 
the q-translation of s in the context L1 ,..., L, using 01-derivation mode. In Exam- 
ple 3.10, we then compute, using rule (6): p(f(u), L)J,,,=p(x, d(y))(J, (a), L)M. If 
a formal parameter is projected, as in rule (4), a whole tree language is yielded, viz., 
P(4 L)l.M= dY2 .Y)(L ( 13 (L))bf= g(L L)> 
where g(L, L) is, by a standard definition, the set {g(t,, f2)lfl, t,eL}. 
The definition is again done by simultaneous induction on s and (sr,..., s,). 
3.16. DEFINITION. Let A4 = (Q, Z, A, qin, R) E MT,: 
(1) For all s=rr(sr,..., s,)ET= with m>O, qcQn+, with n>O, and p= 
CL I,..., L,) E I”, q(s, L, >..., Ln)lM~ Td is the set U(t(l, n, p),&(~(x,,..., x,,A 
y, ,..., y,) + t in R}, where rt = (sI ,..., 3,). 
(2) For all rt = (sr,..., s,) E e with m > 0, t E RHS(Q, A, m, n) = RHS with 
n 2 0, and p = (L, ,..., L,) E 9( Td )“, t ( 1, X, p ) ,+, c Td is defined by induction on the 
structure of 2. 
(i) For YjE Y,, Yj(l, 71, ~),w=Lj. 
(ii) For 6cA, with k~0, and r1 ,..., tk~RHS, S(tr ,..., rk)(J,rr,p),+,= 
{&Cl,..., ik)lii~5i<l~ =, P>~ fh all ig Ckl). 
(iii) For qEQk+l with k>O, x,cX,, and 5 ,,..., ~,+ERHS, q(xi,[, ,..., tk) 
(13 n9 P)M=dSi3 51<19 n9 P)MY...? 5/r(13n7 P)M)lM. 
If M is understood from the context it is ommitted. 
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We can prove that this definition corresponds to the 01-derivation of a macro 
tree transducer. 
3.17. THEOREM. Let M=(Q, Z, A, qin, R) E MT,. For all SE T,, qi”(s)JM = 
LOIW, 4%)). 
Proof The proof is again done by two statements: 
(1) For all SET=, qeQ,+, with n 20, and t ,,..., t,ESF, q(s, L&M, tI) ,..., 
~,*(M tJ)lh4 = Lo*(M ds, f,,..., t,)). 
(2) For all rc = (s 1 ,..., s,) E c with m > 0, t E RHS(Q, A, m, n) with n 2 0, and 
P= (t 1 ,..., t,) E SF”, t(l, n, P’)~=L~M t(n, P>), where p’= (L,,(M, t,),..., 
L31(~5 tn)). 
(1) and (2) can easily be proved by simultaneous induction using obvious 
properties of LOI, i.e., of OI-derivations. The proof of (1) * (2) is again by induc- 
tion on t and we only point out that part in which t has the form q(xi, t,,..., rk), 
i.e., case (iii) of Definition 3.1: 
For q = q’” and n = 0 (1) turns into the statement of the theorem. 1 
We use again the transducer A4 of Example 3.10 to illustrate Definition 3.16 and 
y-we qi”UW)lM. For the computation we need qi”(x)(l, (a), ( ))M= 
q’“(a)1 =e<L ( ), ( 1) uc(l, ( ), ( I> = 1~ c>. Then 
4Yf(4)1 =P(A 4”(xM 19 (a), ( I> 
=A4 4”WL (a), ( I>)1 
=d4 {e, cl)1 
=gb YKL ( ), ((6 cl)> 
= {s(rlY l2)lilr 12EY(lY ( 13 ((e, c))>) 
= Mil> iZMl? 12E {e, 4) 
= (s(e, e), de, cl, dc, e), dc, cl>. 
Thus, indeed, q’“(f(u))l,,, = L,,(M, q’“(f(a))). 
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For a total deterministic or deterministic macro tree transducer M it is obvious 
that Lo,(M, q(s, t, ,..., t,)) (where q E Q, + , with n > 0 and t, ,..., t, E SF) and L&M, 
t(rr, p)) where t ERHS(Q, A, m, n) with m, n>O, rc~ E, and ~ESF”) denote 
singletons or sets with at most one output tree, respectively. Hence, we may con- 
sider J,,., and (1, 71, p),,,, again as a total or partial function, respectively, where p is 
a sequence of tree languages that are singletons or sets with at most one element, 
respectively. 
The previous inductive characterization, for the 01-case, is closely related to the 
least fixed-point characterization of 01 context-free tree grammars as proved in 
[ 111, where the rules of the grammar, viewed as a set of equations, are solved in 
the algebra of functions 9( Td)n --) 9( Td). Note, in fact, that in Definition 3.16, for 
fixed q and s, AL,... L, . q(s L, ,..., Ln)JM is such a function. In what follows we want 
to give another inductive characterization of the translation of a macro tree trans- 
ducer, which is closely related to the least fixed-point characterization of the (IO 
and) 01 context-free tree grammars as shown in [32,20], where the equations are 
solved in the algebra of tree languages 9( Td( Y)), with substitution as basic 
operation. This inductive characterization will be called symbolic, because it treats 
the formal parameters y,, y2,..., as output symbols of rank 0. 
The subsequent definition is meant to work for both IO and 01. Let 1 be a 
derivation mode. Intuitively, the symbolic inductive characterization, denoted by 
M,(ds, Y, ,..., YJ) for q E Qn + I and s E T, and M,,(t) for t E RHS and x E c, 
should again model the p-language derivable from q(s, yl,..., y,) and t(rc), respec- 
tively, where t(r) is r[x&c( l),..., x,/n(m)]. For the definition of tree language 
substitution, see Section 2.3. 
3.18. DEFINITION. Let M = (Q, C, A, q’“, R) E MT, and p E {IO, 01): 
(1) For all s = ~(s, ,..., S,)E T, with m>O and qEQ,+, with nL0, M,(q(s, 
yl,..., Y,)) s Td( Y,) is the set U{Mp,,(t)lq(o(x, ..., x,), yI,..., y,) -+ t in R}, where 
71 = (s, )...) s,). 
(2) For all rc= (sl ,..., S,)E E with m>O and ~ERHS(Q, A, m, n)=RHS 
with n >/ 0, Mp,,( t) c T,( Y,,) is defined by induction on the structure oft. 
6) For Y, E Y,, M,,hj) = { Yj}. 
(ii) For CUE A,, with k 3 0 and 4, ,..., 5k E RHS, M,,,(W ,..., 5,)) = 
{~(Yl >...Y k) } +p (M&,(5 I L qL.AL)). 
(iii) For qeQk+, with kb0, x,EX,, and l,,..., ~,ERHS, M,,,(q(xi, 5 ,,..., 
5/J) = Mp(dsi, Yl)...? Y/c)) +fI (~,,*(~,L JJqwTKk)). 
Whenever p is understood from the context we write M and M, rather than M, 
and M,,,n, respectively (thus, in particular, M denotes both the macro tree trans- 
ducer and its effect on sentential forms q(s, yl,..., y,)). 
The next two lemmata show that the symbolic characterization of the previous 
definition fulfills what we have in mind. 
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3.19. LEMMA. Let M=(Q, C, A, qi”, R)EMT,: 
(1) For all SET,, qEQ,+l with n>O, and tl ,..., t,ETd, q(s, tl ,..., tn)f,+,= 
M,o(q(s, YI,-> Y,)) ‘IO <{t,h-, {tn>). 
(2) For all 7~ E c with m B 0, t E RHS(Q, A, m, n) with n 2 0, and 
p = (fl,..., t,) E r, 2 
t(t,n,p),=M,,,,(t) ‘IO ({t,>>...> {tnl). 
ProoJ: The two statements can be shown easily by simultaneous induction. The 
implication (1) =+ (2) is proved, as usual, by induction on t; in the cases (ii) t = 
SC<, ?...f tk) and (iii) t = q(xi, t1 ,..., tk) the associativity of IO-substitution of tree 
languages is needed, which is valid in this case (cf. Lemma 2.4.3 of [20]) but not 
true in general. 1 
3.20. LEMMA. Let M=(Q, Z, A, q’“, R)EMT,: 
(1) For all SET=, qEQ,,+, with n k 0, and L, ,..., L, E p(T,), q(s, L, ,..., 
Ln)l,,, = Modds, YI,-., Y,)) .OI (L,,-.> L). 
(2) For all 7c E c with m > 0, t E RHS(Q, A, m, n) with n > 0, and p E p( T,)“, 
t<l, 71, ~>,w = M,,,,(t) ‘OIP 
ProojI The proof is straightforward using simultaneous induction and the fact 
that OI-substitution of tree languages is associative. 1 
These lemmata and the remarks following Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 3.17 
justify to consider M, and M,,, (p E (IO, 01)) as total or partial functions for total 
deterministic or deterministic macro tree transducers, respectively. Note that in this 
case the tree language substitution in Definition 3.18(2) can be replaced by ordinary 
tree substitution. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.19 and Lemma 3.20 we obtain the 
validness of the symbolic inductive characterization. 
3.21. THEOREM. Let M= (Q, Z, A, qi”, R) E MT,. For all s E T,, M&q’“(s)) = 
JGo(M, c?‘(s)) and MoI(qi”(s)) = LoI(M, $“@I). 
ProoJ: Theorems 3.15 and 3.17, Lemmata 3.19 and 3.20. 1 
For technical reasons it is convenient to have besides the usual p-translation 
(p E {IO, 01)) of a macro tree transducer M (see Definition 3.5) the symbolic p- 
translation of M available, starting from an arbitrary state of M. Of course, this 
symbolic translation contains trees with formal parameters and is defined by means 
of the symbolic inductive characterization of M. 
3.22. DEFINITION. Let M= (Q, Z, A, qi”, R) E MT,, q E Q, + I with n 2 0, and 
p E {IO, OI}. The symbolic p-translation of M starting from q, denoted by r,,,(M), 
is the set of pairs ((s, t) E T, x Td( Y,)[sE T,, t E M,(q(s, yl,..., y,))). 
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Note that t,,(M) = z~,~(M) for any derivation mode p, where p = q’“. It is easy to 
see that the symbolic p-translation of a macro tree transducer M starting from an 
arbitrary state can be obtained as the usual translation of a slight modification M’ 
of M: M’ should treat the formal parameters of M as output symbols of rank 0. 
3.23. PROPOSITION. Let M, = (Q, Z:, A, qp, R) E MT,, q E Q,, , with n 20, and 
p E {IO, OI}. There is an M, E MT, such that zy,,(M,) = z,(M*). 
Proof Construct M2 = (Q, u {qy }, C, A u Y,, q!J, R2), where R, consists of all 
productions of R, with bars on the ys and of {q’;“(a(x,,..., x,)) + tlq(o(x,,..., xm), 
Y 1 ,“.3 y,) * t in R, }. M2 uses the formal parameters ji, jZ ,..., rather than yr , y, ,... 
The formal proof is left to the reader. 1 
From Definition 3.18 and Proposition 3.23 it can be seen that for macro tree 
transducers there is not much difference between the constants in A, and the formal 
parameters in Y. Thus, one may imagine a slight variation of the macro tree trans- 
ducer in which this difference has completely disappeared, as follows. The rules of 
such an M= (Q, C, A, qi”, R) are of the form q(cr(xl,..., x,)) + t, where t is in the 
smallest set rhs such that 
(i) A, c rhs, 
(ii) if qEQ, a, ,..., akEAo, and <I ,..., tkErhs, then q(xj, a,+-[1 ,..., 
ak + tk) E rhs for every i E [ml, and 
(iii) if 6 E Ak with k > 1 and t ,,..., tk E rhs, then 6(& ,..., rk) E rhs. 
Thus, all elements of A, can be used as formal parameters and in a call of a state q 
some of them are given actual values. A definition of the translation realized by 
such a transducer can be given analogously to Definition 3.18, with M,(q(s)) and 
M,,(t) subsets Of T,; %3., Mp,n(q(xi, al + ~I,..., ak + tk)) = M,(dsO) tp.A 
(M,,K 1 h-., Mp,rr(tk)), where + ,,,A denotes p-substitution of tree languages, using 
a,,..., ak as parameters. It is left to the reader to show, using Proposition 3.23, that 
this variant of macro tree transducer has the same power as the ordinary one. 
Actually, we have discussed the above variation of macro tree transducer in order 
to claim that the macro tree transducer was invented by Irons in his original paper 
on syntax-directed translation [28]. The meta-language defined, more or less for- 
mally, in [28] is very close to the l-state total deterministic macro tree transducer 
in the above variation. The reader should compare the above definition of rhs to 
clauses 1, 2, and 3 in [28]. Thus, the original formalism of Irons already accounted 
for the use of context and is therefore closer to the macro tree transducer than to 
the top-down tree transducer or the generalized syntax-directed translation 
scheme [2, 31. 
We end this section with two theorems. Using the symbolic inductive charac- 
terization of Definition 3.18, we prove two properties of translations of macro tree 
transducers: the height of an output tree grows at most exponentially with respect 
to the height of the input tree and there is a double exponential bound on the 
length of derivations for a given input tree. 
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3.24. THEOREM. Let M= (Q? Z, A, qi”, R) E MT,. There is a constant c such that 
for all s E Tz and t E Td, if (s, t) E z,,(M), then height(t) < cheightCs). 
Proof: Let c be the maximal height of the right-hand sides of rules in R. For this 
c the estimation of the theorem is fulfilled. This is shown by proving the following 
two statements by simultaneous induction on s and n. 
(1) For all SET,, qEQ,+, with n >O, and te Td( Y,), if tEM,,(q(s, y, ,..., 
y,)), then h(t) 6 chCs). 
(2) For all rc = (s,,..., s,) E T; with m 2 0, t’ E RHS(Q, A, m, n) = RHS with 
n > 0, and t E Td( Y,,), if t E Moi,,(t’), then h(t) 6 h( t’) . cm”, where mx = max{O, 
hb, L.-s hb,)). 
Note that the 0 has only a technical reason: for m=O, max{O, h(s,),..., h(s,)} =O. 
(a) t ~M,,(q(a(s ,,..., s,), y ,,..., v,)) implies t EMIL,, for some right- 
hand side t’ (with rc = (sl ,..., s,)); using (2) we can compute 
h(t) < h( t’) . cmr < c . Cmx = Cm-y + 1 = ~~(~1. 
(b) The implication (1) + (2) is proved as usual by induction on the struc- 
ture oft’, 
(i) For t’ = yip Y,: t = yi and h(t)=lgl.l=l and l= 
h( t’) . co < h( t’) * cmX. 
(ii) For t’ = S(c, ,..., ck) with BE A,, k>O, [I ,..., tke RHS, and 
t E M,,,(t’); and k = 0: t = 6 and (2) is obtained by the same argumentation as in 
case (i), and k > 1: 
by I.H., 
= h(6(<, ,..., tk)). cmx = h(t’). cmX. 
(iii) For t’=q(xi, <r ,..., tk) with qEQk+,, k>O, x~EX,, l1 ,..., 
?jk E RHS, and t E M,,,,( t’) and k = 0: 
h(t) 6 max{h(u)lu E Moddsi))) 
dc MS,) by(l), 
< h(q(x,)) . cmx = h(t’) ’ cmX, 
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and k> 1: 
h(t)~max{h(u)luEMo~(4(Si,yl,...,y,))} + max tic”” by I.H., 
lCr<‘k 
< ~~(~1) + ,mra:k h(r,). cmx by (11, . . 
< 1+ I?:$ 45,) .cmx ( . . ) 
= h(q(x,, c1 )...) &)). cmx = h(t’). cmx. I 
Since r,,(M) E r,,(M) for every ME MT, (by Corollary 3.13), the height of an 
output tree IO-derivable is restricted by the same bound given in Theorem 3.24 for 
01-derivable trees. Note that for a top-down tree transducer the height of an out- 
put tree is linearly bounded with respect to the height of the input tree, i.e., for 
every A4 = (Q, C, A, gin, R) E T, there is a constant c such that, if (s, t) E z(M), then 
height(t) 6 c. height(s). 
We have already shown that there are no arbitrarily long derivations for a macro 
tree transducer and a given input tree (Theorem 3.11). Now we provide a concrete 
upper bound for this length which naturally depends on the height of the input tree. 
3.25. THEOREM. Let M = (Q, 2, A, qi”, R)E MT,. There are constant c and d 
such that for all SE Tz the derivations of M starting with q’“(s) are not longer than 
dcheigh”s’. 
Proof. The idea is to construct a total deterministic macro tree transducer M’ 
such that an output tree interpreted in N provides an upper bound for the length of 
a derivation of A4 from an input tree. Construct M’ = (Q, L’, Sz, qin, R’) E D,MT, 
with a,= (l}, Q2== { +}, and 52, = { + } for every k b 1 such that A, # 0. The 
rules are constructed as follows. If tr,..., t, with r > 1 are the right-hand sides of the 
(q, o)-rules in R, with m, n > 0, then the rule 
da, 2..., x,), y, ,..., y,) + y, + . . . + y, + 1 + t; + . . + t: (*I 
is in R’, where t,! is obtained from ti by changing every element of A, into 1 and 
every element of Ak (k >, 1) into +. (Note that, for convenience, the + E 52, is writ- 
ten in infix notation in rule (*), omitting parentheses.) Now recall that the proof of 
Theorem 3.11 provides an inductive definition of the g-functions that give upper 
bounds for the length of derivations. For t E T,( Y,), let t, : IV” -+ N denote the 
derived function of t in the algebra ( N; + , 1 ), as usual (see, e.g., [27]). Thus, for 
ZE T,, t, is the value of t in N. We now claim, that M’ computes these g-functions; 
formally, 
(1) for all SET, and qEQn+, with n z 0, Mk,(q(s, Y, ,..., yn)h = g,,, and 
(2) for all rc E q with m > 0 and t E RHS(Q, A, m, n) with n >/ 0 M;O,,(t’)N = 
g 1[,1, where t’ is defined as above. 
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The proof of (1) and (2) is straightforward from the proof of Theorem 3.11, using 
simultaneous induction on s and rc. Hence, for all SE T, and for q = qin, 
M;o(g(s)), = g4,s E N is an upper bound for the length of a derivation from q(s) 
using M, for short ldw(q(s)). 
Now we consider the shape of the tree computed by M’. It is obvious that for all 
tE T,, t, is equal to the length of yield(t). Thus, if d is the maximal rank of +, 
then t < dheightcr). By Theorem 3.24 there is a constant c such that, if M’ translates s 
into t,‘then height(t) d cheightcs! Thus, we obtain the statement of the theorem: for 
all SET,, Id,(q(s)) 6 gy,s = t, < dheight(‘) f &he1ght’s’, where t = M;,(q(s)) and 
q = q’“. 1 
Hence, the length of derivations is double exponential in the height of the input 
tree. This cannot be improved. In fact, consider A4 = (Q, C, .Z, qinF R) E D, MT, with 
Q = { qi”, qc2’}, z‘ = (a(‘), a(O)} and rules 
P(4x13 x2)) -+ 4(x,, 4(x, 3 a)), 
Let t(n) be the fully balanced binary tree of height n + 1, i.e., r(0) = a and r(n + 1) = 
a(t(n), t(n)). It is easy to show by induction on IZ 2 1 that there is a derivation of 
length at least 22” such that q(t(n), y,) 4 t(2”)[u/y,]. Hence, there is a derivation 
q’“(t(n)) % t(2”) with at least 2” steps. 
4. TOTAL DETERMINISTIC MACRO TREE TRANSDUCERS 
To comprehend the power of macro tree transducers we investigate its simplest 
subclass first, viz., the class of total deterministic macro tree transducers, and show 
that there is no difference between the translation classes obtained with the various 
derivation modes. The class YIELD is modelled by LD,MT, (Theorem 4.6) and the 
closure under right-composition with total deterministic top-down tree transducers 
is shown (Theorem 4.12). Finally, it is proved that the addition of regular look- 
ahead does not increase the transformational power of D,MT, (Theorem 4.21). 
4.1. Derivation Relation and Examples 
Considering the inductive IO- and OI-characterization of Definitions 3.14 and 
3.16 for a total deterministic macro tree transducer M = (Q, C, A, qi”, R), fM and 
JM can be understood as total functions each delivering one output tree (as obser- 
ved in Sect. 3). In Theorems 3.15 and 3.17 we proved that t&M)= {(s, qin(s)TM)I 
SET,) and MW= I($, qi”(s)lM)lsE Tz), respectively. Using z,,(M) c z,,(M) 
from Corollary 3.13, we can conclude z,,(M) = s,,(M) immediately. This proves 
the following result. 
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4.1. THEOREM. D,MT,, = D,MT,, = D,MT,,,. 
Since there is no difference between the various translation classes of total deter- 
ministic macro tree transducers, we will denote this class by D,MT from now on. 
We provide three examples to become acquainted with the translation class 
D,MT. 
4.2. EXAMPLE. A forest is a finite sequence [t 1 ,..., t,] of trees with n > 0. Thus, a 
tree (~(sr,..., s,) may be viewed as a father 0 with the forest of sons [sr ,..., s,,]. 
Every forest (with n > 1) has a unique decomposition [a(.~, ,..., s,), t2,..., t,,] with 
m > 0. The binary tree bin(f) encoding a forest f is defined, as usual: 
for n > 1: bin( [a(sr ,..., s,), t, ,..., t,]) = o’(bin( [sI ,..., s,]), bin( [t2 ,..., t,])) 
for n = 0: bin( [ 1) = nil, 
where G’ and nil have rank 2 and 0, respectively. 
For a ranked alphabet C we construct a total deterministic macro tree transducer 
M which computes for every tree s E T, the corresponding binary tree bin( [s] ). Let 
M=({q’“,p(*)}, 2, C’, gin, R)ED,MT,, where C’= {a’logC}u {nil) and R con- 
tains for every CTEC,, with ma0 the rules: 
q’“(4xlr..., x,)) + o’(P(x,, P(x,,..., P(x,, nil)...)), nil) 
p(~(x,,..., x,), v) + ~‘(P(x,, p(x2,..., P(x,, nil)...)), .Y), 
where for m = 0, p(x, , p(x, ,..., p(x,, nil)...)) denotes nil. (Note that, since ,?I is finite, 
R is finite too.) 
To prove gin(s)?,,,= bin([s]) for all SE T, it suffices to prove the following two 
statements by simultaneous induction on s and z: 
(1) For all s E T,, t, ,..., t, E T, with n 3 0, 
PCS, bin( Ct, ,..., t,l ))t,,, = bin( Es, tl ,..., t,l). 
(2) For all n=(sI,..., s,)ET’J with ma0, 
This easy proof is left to the reader. 
4.3. EXAMPLE. Consider M= ({ql”, p’*‘}, {f”‘, do)}, (f(‘), a(O)}, q’“, R)E 
D,MT,, where R contains the rules 
4”(f(x)) -p(x, PC% a)), 
4Ya) + f(Q)> 
Afb), Y) -+A% Ax, Y)), 
P(4 Y) -+f(Y). 
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Then a derivation with input f 3u may look like 
q’“(f 3u) *p(f 2u? qi”(f *a)) 
=b(f'~,Af~d(~, 4%)))) 
=>p(f2a,p(fa,p(a,fa))) 
=v(f2~,P(f~~f24) 
2 P(f24f44 
=:f"a. 
By straightforward induction on n we can prove: 
for all n, m > 0, p(f”a, f”u)T, = f ‘a with r = 2” + m. 
Hence, for all n > 0: qi”(f n+ ‘u)Th, =f*“+’ a. The second production implies 
qi”(a)f, = fu. Thus, the translation of M is { (f”u, f ‘“u)ln 2 O}. 
Note that the translation in Example 4.3 is not contained in T, because the height 
of the output tree is not linearly bounded with respect to the height of the input 
tree (cf. remark following Theorem 3.24). Hence, total deterministic macro tree 
transducers are more powerful than total deterministic topdown transducers (cf. 
Proposition 3.6). 
4.4. PROPOSITION. D, T $ D,MT. 
Prooj For the M of Example 4.3, T(M) E D,MT- T. 1 
4.5. EXAMPLE. We want to model an arbitrary element of YIELD (cf. Sect. 2.3) 
by a linear total deterministic macro tree transducer. Let f: C, + T,(Y) and 
YIELDfo YIELD. Then there is an n b 0 such that f(Z,) E Td( Y,) and hence 
YIELD/ Tz + Td( Y,). Abbreviate YIELDf by Y,. To construct ME LD,MT, we 
first provide a linear deterministic macro tree transducer M’, which by application 
of the construction of Proposition 3.23, changes into the desired M. 
Let M’= ( {qi”, p}, Z; d, gin, R’) E LDMT,, where p is a state of rank n + 1, and 
R’ contains the following rules: 
For all CJ E Z,,, with m b 1, if m 6 n, then 
!-44x, Y..., -%J, Yl >..., Y,) -+P(Xl> P(X2, J?l,..., YA..., PC&, y, ,..., Y,), y,,..., Y,) 
and if m > n, then 
/44x, 9.*., %A Y, ,...T YJ -+P(X, 9 P(X2, Yl ?...Y YJY? P(Xn+ I > Y12...1 YJ) 
is in R’, and for all a E Z,, p(u, y, ,..., y,) + f (a) is in R’. 
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Then, for all s E T,, YAs) = M;&(s, yl,..., v,)). This can be shown by 
straightforward induction on the structure of s. In the induction step we use, in the 
case m 6 n, 
YjG,)C Ye&., ~&Jl = qh)cyl(&.? yfb,h .Y,Y> Y,l 
and, in the case m > n, 
Yf(s,)[ Yf@*),..., Yf(s,)l = YhI)C Y/MY..> yl(sn+ 111. 
Hence, if we consider Yr as a relation in the usual way, Y,= tp,,&M’) (cf. 
Definition 3.22). Applying the construction of Proposition 3.23, we obtain an 
ME LD,MT, such that r,,,,(M) = r,,(M). 
The construction of Example 4.5 gives rise to the following result. 
4.6. THEOREM. YIELD $ LD,MT. 
Proof The validity of the inclusion is shown by the construction in Exam- 
ple 4.5. The inclusion is proper because, clearly, the identity mapping is not in 
YIELD. 1 
We finally provide a technical lemma for total deterministic macro tree trans- 
ducers, viz., that M, is a homomorphism with respect to tree substitution (for M,, 
cf. Definition 3.18 ). 
4.7. LEMMA. Let M=(Q, C, A, qi”, R)ED,MT, anda, ,..., a,EAo. Let m, n>O 
and r 3 1. For all t, t, ,..., t, E RHS(Q, A, m, n) and 71 E q 
M,(t[aJt, ,..., a,/t,l) = M,(t)[aIIM,(tI),..., a,/M,(t,)l. 
Proof. First note that t[a,/t,,..., aJt,] is again in RHS(Q, A, m, n). The 
statement of the lemma is proved by straightforward induction on the structure of t 
with respect to Definition 3.1. 1 
4.2. Decomposition and Composition of D,MT 
In this section we mention the main decomposition result for D,MT, which is 
already known from the literature. A more general result is presented in Lemma 5.5. 
As an immediate consequence of this decomposition we obtain the closure of D,MT 
under left-composition with D,T. But macro tree transducers are not closed under 
composition with themselves: iterated composition leads to an infinite hierarchy. 
Nevertheless, the closure under right-composition with D, T is valid. 
The main decomposition result for macro tree transducers is the following 
Cl59 81. 
4.8. THEOREM. D,MT= D, To YIELD. 
From the point of view of automata theory, this means that the substitution 
mechanism for parameters, which is involved in the derivation of a total deter- 
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ministic macro tree transducer M and which is the main extra feature with respect 
to topdown tree transducers, can be characterized by YIELD. The equality 
justifies to first collect all substitutions of actual parameters into formal parameters, 
done during a derivation of M, and then treat them by one YIELD-function after a 
symbolic translation. The symbolic translation, done by a total deterministic 
top-down tree transducer, only executes the “textual” substitution and memorizes 
the parameter substitution by special symbols, e.g., sub, in the output tree. The sub- 
symbols are then interpreted by YIELD as substitution of subtrees. 
Interpreting macro tree transducers as a model for denotational semantics, 
Theorem 4.8 points out that denotational semantics with context can be simulated 
by the composition of a denotational semantics without context (realized by D,T) 
and a YIELD-function. 
As an example we decompose the macro tree transducer of Example 4.2. 
4.9. EXAMPLE. Construct M’ = ( {qi”, p}, 2, A, qi”, R’) E D, T, with A = {Si’), 
S$*), y(O), nil”‘} u { Q”/CJ E C}, where the G” are of rank 0, and R’ contains for all 
CJ E Z, with m 3 0 the rules: 
q’“m, ,...> 4) -+ J,( c”, ~,(P(x,), J2M4,..., ~2(~(x,), nil)...)), nil), 
P(dX, ,...2 x,)) + d3(a”, d2(&,), ~2Mx2L, ~2Mxm)y nil)...)), .V). 
Letf: do-+ T,,(Y,) bedefined byf(nil)=nil,f(y)=y, andf(a”)=a’(y,,yZ). Then 
T(M) = z(M’)oYIELDf. Instead of giving a formal proof we compute 
YIELD,(M’(q’“(h(g(a), 6)))): 
q’“(&dah b)) =>J3W, ~2(p(g(a)), 6,MbL nil)), nil) 
2 6,(h”, 6,(6,(g”, &(p(a), nil), j$ 6,(6,(b”, nil, y), nil)), nil) 
* J3(h”, 6,(6,(g”, d2(S3(u”, nil), j), nil), j+ h2(6,(b”, nil, ,y), nil)), nil). 
Thus q’“(h(g(a), b)) % t, where t =d3(h”, t,, nil), t3 =6,(6,(g”, t,, J?), t2, nil), t, = 
82(63(un, nil, J), nil), and t2 = 62(63(6”, nil, y), nil). 
We now compute Ydt) as follows: 
Yht,) = YAd3(a”, nil, y))[ Y/(nil)] 
= (Y/(a”)[ Yhnil), YAy)])[ Yknil)] = u’(ni1, nil), 
Y/et,) = b’(ni1, nil), 
Yjtt3) = Yjt63W, tl, Y))C Yjtt2), Yknil)l 
= (Y/(g”)CYjXtl), Y~F)l)CY~td, nilI 
= g’(u’(ni1, nil), y,)[b’(nil, nil)] 
= g’(a’(ni1, nil), b’(ni1, nil)). 
571/31/l-8 
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Finally, Y,(t)= YAh”)[Y,(t,), nil] = h’(g’(a’(ni1, nil), h’(ni1, nil)), nil), the binary 
representation of .h( g(u), b). 
Since it is well known that D, T is closed under composition [34] we obtain the 
closure of D,MT under left-composition with II, T. 
4.10. COROLLARY. D,To D,MTc D,MT. 
Proof: 
D,T~D,MT=D,T~D,T~YIELD by Theorem 4.8, 
= D, To YIELD by Theorem 2 of [ 341, 
= D,MT by Theorem 4.8. 1 
We now show that D,MT is also closed under right-composition with D,T. In 
the sequel we informally describe the construction used in the proof of this result. 
Let MI = (Q, C, A, ql", R,) E D,MT, and A4, = (P, A, Q, p’“, R2) E: D, T, and con- 
struct M3 = (Q3, Z, 1;2, qy, R,) E D,MT, such that r(M,) 0 r(MZ) = r(M3). The first 
idea one has in mind is the usual product construction for transducers (cf. Proof of 
Theorem 2 of [34]). Take as set of states Q3 the Cartesian product of Q and P and 
translate the right-hand sides of the rules in R, starting in every state of P using the 
rules in RZ. 
If, for instance, R, contains the rule ql(f(x), y) -g(a, q*(x)) and R, the rules 
pl(g(xl, 4) -+ W+, 1, p3(x2)) and P,(U) -+ h, the right-hand side da, q2(x)) is 
translated in the state pr as follows: pr(g(a, q2(x))) * h(p,(u), p,(q,(x))) 3 h(h, 
p3(q2, x)). Note that, using this extended derivation relation, a state p E P reads a 
tree in T,(Q(X)) rather than only an element of Td. The states p3 and q2 are com- 
bined into (q2, p3) and this tuple contains the information that the qz-translation 
of an input subtree (substituted for x in the argument of ( q2, p3)) has to be trans- 
lated in state p3 of MZ. Hence, we obtain the rule (q,, p, )(f(x), J-) -+ h(h, (q2, p3) 
(x)) for R,. 
But how shall the treat the parameters involved in the rules of R, ? Consider, for 
instance, the rule ql(f(x), y, ) -+ g(y, , q*(x)) of R, and let P contain the same rules 
as above. The above described method would deliver the rule (q, , p, )(f(x), y, ) + 
Iz(p&r), (q2, p3)(x)) for R3. Of course, since a formal parameter never may occur 
in the first argument position of a state, this is an inadmissable rule. To solve this 
problem, we will compute for each parameter every translation by MI immediately 
when applying a rule of R, . For this purpose we replace each parameter yi by new 
parameters y,,, representing the pi-translation of vi. Then we may replace constructs 
like pi(yj) by Y,,~. Hence, if P = { pI, p2, p3}, we obtain the following rule: (q,, pl > 
UW, Y~,~, Y,,,, Y~,~)+~Y,.~, (q2,p3X4). Now, what about a rule like 
ql(f(x),y,)+g(y,, qdx, s(a,y,)))? BY computing forg(a,yl) every translation by 
M2 we obtain the rule (q,,Pl)(f(x),~l,l,~l,2, Y~,~)-‘~(Y~,~~ (q~3p~)by 4h~d 
t,, t3)), where t, is the p,-translation of g(u, yr) and t, its p,-translation. Similar 
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constructions (to deal with parameters) are given in [35, 111. (In fact, in [23] a 
similar technique is used to prove that indexed languages are contained in OI- 
macro languages.) 
Before presenting the formal construction, we give a simple example, which 
should give an idea of the possible use of the result. 
4.11. EXAMPLE. Consider the transducer M of Example 3.9. To obtain a total 
deterministic macro tree transducer, we complete M by adding a new output sym- 
bol error”’ to A and the rules qi”( (N+ NO)(x)) -+ error, qi”( (N -+ Nl )(x)) -+ 
error, q’“((N+ 1)) -+ error, and q( (S --+ N)(x), y) -+ error. The error in an output 
tree of the translation of M indicates that an inadmissable tree has been supplied to 
the input. 
A binary number n, presented by a production tree pt,, is translated into a tree 
t,, which can be interpreted by a virtual machine VM as the decimal value d(n) of 
n. Now suppose that a usual stack machine SM is at our disposal, which is able to 
push 0 or 1 onto the top of the stack (PUSHO, PUSHl), to replace the top element 
n by 2” (EXP) and to replace the two topmost elements by their sum (ADD). An 
implementation of the virtual machine on the stack machine can be described by a 
total deterministic topdown tree transducer. The implementation N = ({u}, A, 52, 
u, RN} ED,T, is given by O. = { PUSHO, PUSHl, ADD, EXP, ERROR,;} and 
52, = (c}. We write t, t, rather than c(t,, t2) because in this example we intend c to 
be interpreted as concatenation. R, contains the rules 
u(+(x~,x~))-,u(x,);u(x~);ADD, 
u(exp(x,)) -, 0(x, 1; EXP, 
u(0) + PUSHO, 
u( 1) ---f PUSHl, 
u(error) -+ ERROR. 
Now we obtain an assembler for the stack machine that uses trees like pt, as 
input only and produces an assembler program up,, by composing the transducer 
M (which can be considered as an assembler for the vitual machine) and the 
implementation N, cf. Fig. 4. Applying the above described method we obtain the 
following total deterministic macro tree transducer M, = (Q,, L, .C?, (gin, o), R3), 
where Q3 = { (qin, v)(l), (q, u)‘*‘} and R3 contains the rules: 
(qin> u>((s-+N)(x))-, (4, u>(x, PUSHO), 
where PUSH0 is the v-translation of 0, 
(4, u)((N-rNOXx), Y,) + (4, u>(x, y,; PUSHI, ADD), 
(q,~)((N~~l)(x),y,)-,y,;EXP:(q,u)(x,y,;PUSHl;ADD);ADD, 
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FIG. 4. Implementation of a virtual machine. 
(q,u)((N-tl)(x),y,,)-ty,;EXP, 
(q’n,u)(a(x))-rERROR for cr~((N-+N0), (N-+N 
(4, u)((S -+ W(x), Y,) --f ERROR. 
I>, (N-1) 
Note that, during a derivation of M,, y, contains the u-translation of the value of y 
during the corresponding derivation of M. For (S + N)( (N -+ NO)( N + Nl ) 
((N -+ 1)))) the assembler program is computed in Fig. 5. 
If the assembler program up, is executed on the stack machine, starting with the 
empty stack, the decimal value d(n) of the input tree is computed in the top 
position of the stack. 
4.12. THEOREM. D,MTo D, T= D,MT. 
Proof: Since D,MTc_ D,MTo D,T is obvious we have to show that D,MTo 
D, TE D,MT. Let M, = (Q, C, A, gin, R,) E D,MT, and M2 = (P, A, Sz, pi”, R2) E 
in 9 r-J’ 
I 
<S-tN> <q,v> 
I 
<N+NO> <wL'v\"sHo 
1 * <+Nl> 
.wL bJSHO.P"SHl .ADD 
I " =a 
<N+Nl> <Ktl> 
I 
<N+l> a-+1> 
<q ,V’ 
=9 PUSHO; PUSHl; ADD; EXP; / 
<N-+1> 
\ 
; ADD 
PIJSHO; PUSHl;ADD; PUSHl;ADD 
a PUSHO; PUSHI; ADD: EXP; PUSHO; PUSHl; ADD; PUSH1;ADD; EXP; ADD 
FIG. 5. Assembling of a production tree. 
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D, T,. Assume P = { p1 ,..., pI }. Construct M3= (Q3, C, G?, (qin,pi”), RJ)~ D&T, 
with Q3= (<q,p)(n~r+‘)lq~Qm+l and p E P} and R contains the following rules: 
If q(a(x, ,,.., x,), y1 ,..., y,) + t is in R,, then for all i (1 <i<r) the rule (q,pl) 
(4x1 ,‘.., &Jr Y<l,l),..., Y<l,r>Y.~ Y<n,l>Y~ Y<,r>) + tr(m, n, i)(t) is in R,. (Note that, 
formally, (i, j) denotes r( i - 1) +j for all i, j k 1. ) 
For all m, n z 0 and 1~ i ,< Y, tr(m, n, i) is a total function of type RHS(Q, A, 
m, n) + RHS(Q,, s2, m, r. n), which provides the pi-translation of a right-hand side 
using the rules in R,. It is defined by induction on the tree in RHS(Q, A, m, n). We 
abbreviate tr(m, n, i) and RHS(Q, A, m, n) by tr, and RHS, respectively: 
(i) ForjE Cnl, tr,(yj)=y,i). 
(ii) For 6 E Ak with k 3 0 and 4, ,..., tk E RHS and the rule pi(6(x, ,..., xk)) -+ s 
in R,, tri(d(t, ,..., <k)) = s’, where s’ is obtained from s by replacing all constructs 
p,(x,) by tr,(<,), more precisely, 
(iii) For qE Q f o rank k + 1 (k 3 0), [I ,..., tk E RHS, and xi E X,, 
tri(q(xj, 51 ,-.3 L)) = (4, P,>(x,, tr,(t, L..., tr,(5, L, trl(<kL..., trr(L)). 
Since for every pair q E Q and u E C exactly one right-hand side t is provided by 
R, and tr(m, n, i) is a total function, M3 is total deterministic. 
To prove z(M,)ot(M,)= I it suffices to show 
for all SE T,, P’“(q’“(mJ,, = <4”, P’“)b)fM,. (*I 
Note that fM (and (t, 71, P)~) are viewed as total functions as discussed in Sec- 
tion 3. We use the characterization of Definition 3.14 to prove the composition 
result, because it turns out to be more intuitive and easier to handle than the sym- 
bolic characterization of Definition 3.18. First we need a technical statement which 
extends case (2)(ii) of Definition 3.14: 
For all t E T,( Y,) with k 3 0, <I ,..., tk E RHS(Q, A, m, n) with m, n 2 0, and 
all rc~q, PET”,, (**I 
(a-r,,..., 4klKtT n, P)M, = tCS,(T, 7 P)M,‘...’ 5k(Tl 7 P)M,I. 
The proof of (**) is done by straightforward induction on the structure of t. 
As usual, we prove (*) by proving the following two statements by simultaneous 
induction on s and n: 
(1) For all SET=, qeQ with rank n+l (nZO), pieP and t,,..., t,,cTd, 
P,(dS, t, ,...2 fn)fM,)fM2 = (43 P,>(S, pl(t,)t,,,..., Pr(tl)tb4*,..., p,(tJf,bf2,..., 
Pr(tnnM2)tM3. 
(2) For all ZE T’J with m 3 0, t E RHS(Q, A, m, n) with n 20, all iE [r], 
and P=(~I,-, t,)E Tnd, Pi(t(t, n, P)M,)tM2= (tri(t))(t, 71, P’)~,, where P’= 
(PIttI If MZ’“” Pr(tl)t M2 ,..., p,(t,)t,,, *,..., p,(t,)fMz) and tri abbreviates tr(m, n, i). 
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Using (**) and Definition 3.14 repeatedly, the implications (a) and (b) can be 
proved easily. We only work out that case of (b) in which t is of the form 
St5 r ,..., 5,+) for 6 E A,, k > 0, and t, ,..., tk E RHS(Q, A, m, n). For SE T,(P(X,)) and 
trees t,,, with 1 < u6 Y and 1 <u < k we abbreviate s[pl(x,)/tl ,,,..., p,(xl)/t, ,,,..., 
P~(x~)lt~,~~-~ Prh)ltr,kl by ~C~,b,)lt,,,l. Let P~(J(x~,..., xk)) -+ s be the (P,, 6)-rule 
of R,. For 7c E 7’J, p E T;, p’ E P, (given as in (2)) and (M, ) as abbreviation for 
(7, ‘II, P),,,,, we obtain 
Pi(&r,Y-, LKMl))tM2 
=Pi(6(51(Ml >3-7 tkC"I >))t.A4z by Definition 3.14(2), 
=s(t, f& ( ))M2T where f= (5,(M,),..., L<M, >) by Definition 3.14( I), 
=4P,(x,YP,(x"Kt, 53 ( DMJ by (9) 
= 4P,(X”)/PtAS”(M, m4J by Definition 3.14(2), 
=s[p,(x,)/(tr,(S,))(t, 71, P’),+J by I.H., 
= (sCp,(x”)ltr,(S,)l)(t, 71, P’)~, by (9) 
= (tr,(&t, ,..., tk))Kt> 712 P’)M3 by definition of tri. 
For q = qi”, (1) turns into (*). 1 
Now we obtain a characterization of the n-fold composition of D,MT. 
4.13. COROLLARY. For all n > 1, D,MT” = D, To YIELD”. 
Proof The proof is straightforward by induction on n, using Theorems 4.8 and 
4.12. 1 
In [lo] (total deterministic) n-level topdown tree transducers, denoted by n- 
DT, are introduced. They correspond to the n-1 schemes in [9] in the same way as 
macro tree transducers correspond to context-free tree grammars. In fact, macro 
tree transducers and context-free tree grammars are I-DT and 1-J. schemes, respec- 
tively. Furthermore, in [lo] it is proved that n-DT= D, To YIELD”. Hence, the n- 
fold composition of total deterministic macro tree transducers is characterized by 
the class of n-level topdown tree transducers. 
In [16] it is shown that, by Corollary 4.13, D,MT’LAG”+’ where AC is the 
class of attribute grammars viewed as tree transducers (note that AC E D,MT, see 
[S, 24, 161 and Sect. 1). In fact, both D, T and YIELD are included in AG. 
The natural question whether D,MT is closed under composition can be 
answered negatively. Moreover, composition leads to an infinite, strict hierarchy. 
To show this we give an upper bound on the height of output trees derivable by the 
n-fold composition of MT, and provide for every n 3 1 a translation R,, , 
realizable by an (n + 1)-fold composition of D,MT, but not by an n-fold com- 
position of MT,. 
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4.14. LEMMA. Let n 2 1 and R E (MT,, v MToI)“. There is a constant c such that 
for all (s, t ) E R, 
height(t) < 2 
Proof: Since R E (MT,, v MToI)“, there are Mi,..., M,EMT, such that, if 
(s, t)ER, then (s, t)E~,,(M,)~ ... oro,(Mn) (cf. Corollary 3.13). Let ci (1 <i< n) 
be the constant associated with Mi by Theorem 3.24. We may assume that ci 3 2. 
Applying Theorem 3.24 repeatedly, we obtain, 
h(t)dc, 
We can prove by induction on n that for all n 3 1 and c1 ,..., c, 3 2 there is a c B 1 
such that for all k 2 1: 
2c.k 
. 
Cl 2 . I 
Define the translation R, for 12 2 1 in the obvious way as follows: Let C= 
{.f (l), a(‘)} be a ranked alphabet and abbreviate 
by exp(n, k). Then R, = { (fka, f”a)lk 2 0, m = exp(n, k)}. 
4.15. LEMMA. For all n2 1, R,.,ED,MT”+‘-(MT~~vMT~,)*. 
ProoJ Compose the transducer M of Example 4.3 n + 1 times with itself. It is 
obvious that R,, 1 = z(M)“+‘, hence R,, 1 E D,MT”+‘. Suppose R,, 1 E 
(MT,, u MTo,)“. By Lemma 4.14 there is a constant c such that for all (.s, t) = 
(fka, fexpCn+ ‘xk)a) E R, + , , height(t) 6 exp(n, c. height(s)), i.e., for all k > 0, 
exp(n + 1, k) + 1 d exp(n, c. (k + 1)). This is a contradiction for big k, thus, R, + 1 $ 
(MTm u MTo, Y. I 
We obtain the composition hierarchy for macro tree transducers. 
4.16. THEOREM. For all n 2 1, D,MT” $ D,MT”+’ and the same holds for the 
composition of the classes DMT,, (MT,, and MT, with p E {IO, OI}. 
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Proof: Since D,MT is contained in DMT, and ,MT, and the latter classes are 
contained in MT,, the theorem follows immediately from Lemma 4.15. 1 
In [9] it is shown that even out(D,MT”) 5 out(D,MT”+‘). In fact, he shows 
this for D, To YIELD”, see Corollary 4.13. 
4.3. Total Deterministic Macro Tree Transducers with Regular Look-ahead 
To be able to compare macro tree transducers with other tree transducers we add 
the usual look-ahead ability to the transducer model [14]: a rule in an ordinary 
macro tree transducer can be applied only if each of the substituted input trees is an 
element of a recognizable tree language that is specified by a total deterministic bot- 
tom-up finite tree automaton (cf. Sect. 2.4). In this section we show that this feature 
of “regular look-ahead” does not enlarge the class of translations realized by total 
deterministic macro tree transducers. Note that for topdown tree transducers a 
larger class is obtained by this addition [ 141. 
4.17. DEFINITION. A macro tree transducer with regular look-ahead M = (Q, P, 
,Z, d, qi”, R, 6) consists of 
1. a total deterministic bottom-up finite tree automaton (P, C, 6); P is the set 
of look-ahead states; and 
2. a macro tree transducer (Q, Z, d, qin, R), where the rules are now of the 
form 
(q(o(x I,...., x,), y, ,..., y,,) --) t, (p1,..., p,)), (*I 
withm,n~O,qEQ,+,,.E~,‘,, tERHS(Q, A,m,n),andp ,,..., ~,,EP. 
A macro tree transducer with regular look-ahead is deterministic (total) if for 
every q E Q, (T E 2, and p, ,..., pm E P with m > 0 there is at most (at least) one rule of 
the form (*) in R. 
If X is a class of macro tree transducers then XR denotes the corresponding class 
of macro tree transducers with regular look-ahead and similarly for their classes of 
translations. 
4.18. DEFINITION. Let M = (Q, P, C, A, ql”, R, 6) E MT:. The derivation 
relations for M are defined in the same way as for ordinary macro tree transducers, 
except that a rule (q(a(x ,,..., xm), y ,,..., y,) --f t, (p ,,..., p,)) in R can be applied 
only if for all substituted input trees s, ,..., s, E T,, 6(s,) =pi (1 Q i < m) holds (cf. 
Definition 3.4). 
It can easily be shown that for the particular case of a topdown tree transducer 
with regular look-ahead, our definition is equivalent to the one in [14]. 
4.19. REMARK. Similarly as for the usual macro tree transducer we can define an 
inductive and a symbolic inductive characterization of the translation realized by an 
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MEMT~. We have to redefine in Definitions 3.14, 3.16, and 3.18 only the first case; 
thus, 3.14(l) should be q(4s1,..., 4, cl ,..., t,)t ,+, = U { t<t, T p)Ml(q(4xl ,..., x,J, 
Yl 9”‘) Y* ) + t, <PI ,‘.‘, p,))isinRandd(s,)= if p or all i (1 <i<m)). Analogously 
for 3.16 and 3.18. The proof of the validity of these characterizations are the same 
as those of Theorems 3.15, 3.17 and Lemmata 3.19 and 3.20. 
To elucidate the capability of a macro tree transducer with regular look-ahead 
we give an example (cf. [ 161). 
4.20. EXAMPLE. Consider a tree s in T,, where ,Z is the ranked alphabet {ac2), 
B Cl), (p) }, and insert an E above the root of a subtree s’ of s if the yield of s’ has an 
even number of as, and insert an 0 otherwise. This tree translation can be done by 
the following macro tree transducer with regular look-ahead. Let M = (Q, P, C, A, 
q, R, J)ED,MT,R, where Q= {q}, P= {PO, pE}, A= {d2), j(l), a(‘), O(I), E(l)}, 
and R contains the rules 
(q(o(x,, -~2)) -E(4dx,h q(4)), (PE, PE)), 
(da, 9 -d)+E(dq(x,), qh))), (~0, po>), 
(q(dx,, x2)) -+ 0(4q(x,), qb2))h (Pb-9 PO)), 
(ddx, 2 x2)) + 0(4q(x,h c/(x,))), (PO, PE)), 
(dP(x,)) --) E(P(q(x,))), (pE))r 
(q(P(x1)) --) o(P(q(-~,)))? (PO)), 
(4(a) + O(a), < >I> 
and S is given by 
J,( I= PO, 6,(P,t PO) = 6,(P,, PE) = PE, 
b,(P,, PO) = b,(P,? PE) = PO, 
b&E) = PE, b&PO) = PO. 
Although M, in Example 4.20, is “only” a total deterministic topdown tree 
transducer with regular look-ahead, it can be used to illustrate the technique of 
simulating a transducer in D,MT,” by one without regular look-ahead. 
In the sequel we use only the Or-derivation mode. This is no restriction, because 
we are dealing with total deterministic macro tree transducers (cf. Theorem 4.1). 
4.20. EXAMPLE (continued). We want to construct M’ = (Q’, C, A, q’“, R’) E 
D,MT, such that s(M) = z(M). For this purpose we combine all right-hand sides of 
(q, a)-rules of R into one right-hand side, that starts with a test tree, see Fig. 6. The 
test tree is built up like a nested if-then-else statement: if po(x,) then (if po(x2) then 
tl else r,) else (if po(xz) then t2 else t,), where t, = E(o(q(x,), q(x*))) and t, = 
O(o(q(x,), q(x2))). If we know that s1 has an odd number of as in its yield and the 
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right-hand sides 
of (q,U) -rules 
of R 
FIG. 6. Combination of right-hand sides into one tree $. 
same holds for s2, then we know that a(sl, x2) has an even number of as in its yield 
and we want to continue with the right-hand side t,. The rules of M’ for the state 
pO (which has now rank 3) are built up on the “regular behavior on the input tree,” 
i.e., according to the function family 6 of M. These rules ensure that for trees U, 
v E SF and s E T,, po(s, u, v) goI 
and P&, u, 0) go, 
u in M’ if the yield of s has an odd number of as 
v otherwise. Thus these derivations “implement” the if-then-else 
construction. The construction of M’ is now obvious: Q’ = Q LJ { pA3)} and R’ con- 
tains the rules 
q(4x,,x,))-,rl/, where $ is the whole tree of Fig. 6, 
S(B(Xl)) -+ PO(X~~ W(dXl)))? W(q(x,)))), 
q(a) --) O(a), 
PO(hl~ x2)3 Yl, Y2) -+ P&,2 Po(X2, Yl> Y2), Po(X2, Y,, Yl)), 
PO(P(Xl)>Yl~Y2) --) PO(~l?Yl?Y,), 
Po(4 Yl> Y2)‘Y2. 
It is easy to see that, if s has an odd number of as, then M’(p,(s, y,, y2)) =yl, and 
otherwise M’(p,(s, y,, yz)) = y2. Note that the look-ahead state pE of A4 is not 
used in the construction. This is due to the fact that a total deterministic bottom-up 
tree automaton B provides for every tree s a unique look-ahead state p such that 
6(s) = p. Hence, if we suppose that B has r states and we have already checked that 
s is not “translated” into one of the first r-l states, then we are sure that 6(s) is 
equal to the last state. 
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The technique of Example 4.20 can be generalized in an obvious way. However, 
the formalization is a bit tedious. 
4.21. THEOREM. D,MTR = D,MT. 
Proof Let M = (Q, P, C, A, qin, R, 6) E D,MT,R and let for convenience P = 
{I,..., r} with r 3 1. To construct an M’= (Q’, 2, A, qin, R’) E D,MT, such that 
z(M) = z(M’) we need some auxiliary tools, in particular the notion of test tree. 
Let M 20. The set of test variables 2, is the set U(Z,[VE [r]“, 0 6n 6 m}. 
Intuitively, for v E Z,, v(i) indicates the state of the bottom-up finite tree 
automaton for xi (note that v(i) denotes the ith component of 0). 
In what follows we assume that the elements of P have rank 3; actually, for M 
we will define Q’ = Q u { 1 (3),..., (r - 1)‘3’}, the state r of P is not needed as 
explained in Example 4.20. 
Let m 3 1, ie [ml, and v E [r]‘- ‘. The m-optimal test tree of xi at point v, 
opt,(x, v) E TP( {x,} u Z,), is the tree 
lCxi, Z,,, 2(Xj, Zvz,..., r - 1(X;, Z+,, Z,) . ..)). 
where vj E [r]’ is defined by v,(k) = o(k) for all k, 1 ,< k < i, and v,(i) = j. (Note that 
for r = 1, optm(xi, 0) = z,, .) If for example, P = { 1, 2, 3}, r = 3, m = 3, i = 2, v = (2), 
then 
Let m 2 0. The m-full test tree, ft, E T,(X,,, uZm), is the tree test,,,(m), where 
test,(n) is defined inductively for n which 0 6 n 6 m, as follows: 
test,(O) = z( ) 
test,(n + 1) = test,(n) CzcI,...,~ lq%(~n + 1 5 (L 1 )h 
Z~,,,,....,,loPt,(x,+ 1 ) (29 L I))> 
z(, ._., ,)IoPt,k + 1, (r,..., r))l, 
where (l,..., l), (2, l,..., 1) ,..., (r ,..., r) have lengthn. 
Note that all test variables in test,(n) are elements of {z,Ir E [r]“}. In the sequel 
we abbreviate the above substitution of optimal test trees by [z,/opt,(x, + , , v), for 
all v E [r]“] and similarly in other cases. For an example of a full test tree, see 
Fig. 7. The right-hand side of the (q, o)-rule (q(o(x, ,..., x,), y ,,..., y,) -+ t, 
(a , ,..., tl, )) is denoted by I,+,, where v = (a, ,..., U, ). 
Now we are able to construct M’ E D,MT,. Let Q’ = Q u { lC3),..., (r - 1)c3)} and 
let R’ contain the following rules: 
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\ \ 
‘(2,3) ’ 
----___-- ------I 
opt> (x2, (2) 
FIG. 7. Full test tree ff,; P = { 1, 2, 3}, r = 3, m = ? 
(i) If m, n b 0, q E Qn+ ,, cr E Z,, and $l ,,,..., II/,, with k = rm are the right- 
hand sides of the (q, a)-rules in R, then 
4(4x, ,..., x,,), yl,..., Y,) -$~~JzJ$~, for all u E CrYI 
is in R’. 
(ii) For all in P, (r E C, with m > 0, i(a(x, ,..., x,), y, , ,vz) - fi,[z,,/d,., for all 
UE [r]“] is in R’, where 
d,=y, if 6,(u) = i, 
= Y2 otherwise. 
Before we prove M,,(q’“(s)) = M&(q’“(s)) for all SE T,, we need an auxiliary 
statement. Considering the test variables as ordinary output symbols of rank 0, we 
can prove the following two statements by simultaneous induction on s and 7t: 
(1) For all SET, and aE [r], 
wda Yl? y2))= Yl if 6(s)=cr, 
= Y2 otherwise. 
(2) For all rt = (sir..., S,)E c, 
WmAfL) = z, where u = (&s,),..., 6(s,)). 
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Note that, formally, for Mb,,, to be defined on ft,, we have to add the test 
variables to A,. The proof of (2) * (1) is straightforward using Lemma 4.7. In the 
proof of (1) 3 (2) we need the following statement: 
For all in [ml, UE [r]‘-‘: if 6(si) =CI, then for allj, 1 d j<a, 
~dI,,(W,(xi, ~1) = WdAx,, +., r - 1(x;, zv,-,t z,J-1). 
(*I 
This can be proved by induction on je [CX] using (1). (Note that, if c( = r = 1, j(xi, 
Z “,,..., r- 1(x,, z, ,-,, z,)...) denotes z,, =z,,.) Now, using (*)forj=cc and again (1) 
we have: if 6(s,) = c(, then 
MbI,,(wtm(xi, 0)) = Mo~,,(4xi, z,~,..., r- 1(x,, zorm,, z,J.)) by (*I, 
= WdzJ by (11, 
= zti, by Definition 3.18. 
Now we can show (1) =E- (2) by showing that, for all n E [ml, M&(test,(n)) = 
z~~~~,~,,,~,~~~~~~. This is again a straightforward induction on n using Lemma 4.7 and the 
above conclusion of (*). This finishes the proof of (1) and (2). 
Now we are prepared to give the main part of the proof. For y = q’“, the first of 
the next two statements turns into Md,(qi”(s)) = M,,(q’“(s)) for all s E Tz. Hence, it 
is sufficient to show 
(3) for all SE T, and q E CL + 1 with fi B 0, MoI(q(s, yI ,..., YJ) = 
Wdq(s, Y, T...7 Y,)) and 
(4) for all 7~ = (s ,,..., s,) E T;! and t E RHS(&, A, m, n), M&(t) = M,,,,(t) 
by simultaneous induction on s and rc (see Remark 4.19 for the fact that Moi is 
defined). Since the behavior of M’ on test trees is described by (1) and (2), it is suf- 
ficient for the proof of (3) to cut the derivation of M’ at those sentential forms 
which do not contain “test” states (states of P), i.e., to consider in (4) right-hand 
sides of M only. 
(4) * (3). M0dq(+12-~ JA YI y-y YJ) = M’OI,,(ft,CzdtiD for all 0 E Crl”l) 
(where the Ic/, are the right-hand sides of the (q, a)-rules and z= (s, ,..., s,)) 
= Mb*,~(ft,)Cz”lMbI,,(~“)l 
= zcscs,),...,b(s,))CZ”IMd,,,(~“)l 
= ~bl,,W@(s,) ,..., 6(s,))) 
= MOdlC1(6(s,) ,...  6(s,))) 
= ~o,(d~(~, >-..5 s,), YI T...> YJ) 
by Lemma 4.7, 
by (21, 
by (4)> 
by Definition 3.18. 
(3) * (4). Straightforward induction on the structure of t. Note that t does not 
contain a state in P. 
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This shows D,MTR G D,MT. The other direction is easy to see. Let M = (Q, C, 
A, qi”, R) E D,MT,. Construct M’ = (Q, P, L’, A, qin, R’, 6) E D,MT,R by P = {p} 
and for all m > 0, 0 E Z,: S,(p ,..., p) = p. If R contains the rule q(o(x, ,..., x,,), y, ,..., 
y,) -+ t, where m, n > 0, q E Q, + , , IT E C,, and t E RHS(Q, A, m, n), then 
(q(dx 1 I ,..., x, 2 YI ,.“> y,) -+ t, (p ,..., p)) is in R’. 
Obviously, for all s E T =: 6(s) = p. Hence, the application of rules in R’ is not 
subjected to any restrictions. It immediately follows that Mor(qi”(s)) = 
&&l’“(4). 1 
As a consequence we obtain the next corollary. 
4.22. COROLLARY. D,B $ D,MT. 
ProoJ: 
D,B $ D,TR by the “total” analog of Theorem 3.2 in [14] 
s D,MTR 
= D,MT by Theorem 4.21. 1 
Thus, although the macro tree transducer is a typical topdown formalism, 
D,MT contains both the (total deterministic) bottom-up and topdown finite state 
tree transductions. Note that the latter two classes are incomparable (Sect. 2 of 
[ 121). Theorem 4.21 can also be used to show that AC c D,MT, see [ 161. Another 
proof of this is given in [24]. 
5. IO-MACRO TREE TRANSDUCERS 
For MT,O a decomposition result is provided that generalizes the result in 
Theorem 4.8. We model bottom-up tree transducers by IO-macro tree transducers 
and investigate the enlargement with regular look-ahead. 
5.1. Decomposition of MTIo 
In this section we work out the decomposition of MTro into translations realized 
by top-down tree transducers followed by relations in YIELD (Lemma 5.5). A par- 
tial converse of this decomposition is proved (Lemma 5.8) and by means of an 
example it is shown that the composition of T and YIELD is more powerful than 
MT,, (Example 5.10). However, by restricting the class of top-down tree trans- 
ducers (res-T, see Definition 5.11) we obtain a characterization of MT,, in the form 
of the composition of res-T and YIELD (Theorem 5.12). On the other hand, we 
show that the class TO YIELD is not too different from MT,,. In fact, To YIELD is 
characterized by left-composition of linear tree homomorphisms to MT,, 
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(Theorem 5.15). To obtain these results we need some auxiliary definitions and lem- 
mata. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let M= (Q, Z, A, qi”, R) E MT,. A state qe Q is deterministic 
if for every d E C there is at most one (q, o)-rule in R and (if there is one) all states 
in the right-hand side of that rule are deterministic. Similarly, a state q E Q is total if 
for every g E C there is at least one (q, a)-rule and, for at least one of these rules, all 
states in the right-hand side are total. 
It is easy to show that, if all states in a right-hand side t are deterministic, then 
M,(t) is a singleton or empty, and if all states in t are total, then M,(t) is non- 
empty. In the sequel we prove a substitution lemma of which Lemma 4.7 is a special 
case. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let M= (Q, C, A, qi”, R)EMT, and xET;1 with m>O. Let tOE 
RHS(Q, A, m, p) with p > 1 and t L ,..., t, E RHS(Q, A, m, n) with n 3 0 satisfy the 
following conditions: for every i (1 < i < p), 
(1) all states in ti are deterministic or yj occurs at most once in t,, and 
(2) all states in ti are total or yj occurs at least once in t,. 
Then 
~m(toCt* 7...9 t/J) = ~m,n(b) .I0 (~ro,,(t*L wo37c(t,)). (*I 
Proof: First, it can be shown by induction on t, that for all t, ,,,., t,, if for some i 
(1 < i < p) MIo,n(ti) = Qr and yi occurs in t,, then MIo,,(to[t, ,..., t,]) = 0. This is 
left to the reader, Next we show by induction on the structure of t, that, if t,,..., t, 
satisfy condition (1) and MIoJti) # 0 for all i (1 6 i 6 p), then (*) holds. (This 
proves the result: if Mm, , (t.) = 0 for some i, then by condition (2), yi has to occur 
in t,, and hence (*) holds by the above.) 
(i) For t,= yj~ YP, we obtain Mro,,(t,) on both sides of (*), because 
MIoJti) # 0 for all i (1 6 i < p). 
(ii) For to = S(5, ,..., L), k>O, SEA,, and t,,..., LE RHS(Q, A, m,p), and 
the abbreviation (M,,,,(ti)) for (Mro,,(ti),..., M,,,,(t,)), 
~lO,n(tOCtl~-~~ t,l) 
= MIO,,(&5, CflY.3 fplY.., SkCfl Y...> fplN 
= {&Yw., Yd> ‘IO (~IO,,(~, Ct, 9’..9 $A...~ ~IQa(SkCflr...? t,l)) 
by Definition 3.18, 
= id(Y, T...? Yk)} ‘IO (“I0,n(51) r  <“I0,n(ti)>,...3 MIO,n(tk) r  C”*O,r(ti))) 
by I.H., 
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Note that the induction hypothesis is applicable because if S([, ,..., tk) satisfies 
condition ( 1) then so does t,. Equation (**) follows from Lemma 2.4.3 of [20] 
which is applicable for the following reasons (see [20]): for every i, either ti con- 
tains deterministic states only and then A4 mn(ti) is a singleton, or to is linear in 
{ yi} and so yi occurs in at most one of the tj and hence in the trees of at most one 
of the M,o,,(<j) (for any t, the trees in M,,,,(t) contain at most the y’s oft). 
(iii) The case that t has the form q(x,, tl,..., tk) is analogous to case (ii). 1 
Note that the conditions of Lemma 5.2 are the negations of the two bottom-up 
properties (Bl ) and (B2) discussed in Section 2 of [ 121: condition ( 1) prohibits 
nondeterminism followed by copying (that is, property (Bl )), condition (2) 
prohibits partialness followed by deletion (that is, property (B2)). 
To understand the necessity of the conditions (1) and (2) for the validity of the 
previous lemma, we refer to Example 3.10. Choosing t, = g(y, y), tl = qi”(x), and 
rc = (a) the first condition is violated; for to = e, t, = q’“(x), and 71 = (b) the second 
condition does not hold. The reader can easily check that in both cases (*) is not 
true. 
To support the following central lemma technically we define a connection 
between topdown tree transducers and macro tree transducers via a YIELD-map- 
ping. 
5.3. DEFINITION. Let N= (Q, C, 52, ql”, RN)c T,, M=(Q, C, A, gin, 
R,,,) E MT,, and let f: 52, -+ Td( Y) be a mapping. The rank of the elements of Q 
may be different for N and M. Then, N and M are related by f if R, = { q(a(x, ,..., 
xm), yl,..., Y,) + YIELDf(M4x,,..., x,)) + t in RN}, where YIELDf is extended 
in the obvious way to right-hand sides of rules of R, by defining YIELD,(q(x,)) = 
4(x,, y, ,...Y v,) if qEQ,+, in A4 (thus, now YIELDf: RHS(Q, a, m, 0) -+ u { RHS(Q, 
A, m, k)lk>O} for every m 20). 
Note that, if N and M are related, then N is deterministic (total) if and only if A4 
is deterministic (total). 
The next lemma expresses the connection of the translations of a topdown tree 
transducer and a macro tree transducer that are related by a mapping. 
5.4. LEMMA. Let N, M, andf be as in Definition 5.3, and let N and M be related 
byf Let N satisfy the following property: for every subtree @t,, tl,..., tk) of a right- 
hand side of a rule of N (6 E sZk + , , k > 0) and for every i (1 < i < k): 
(1) all states in ti are deterministic or y, occurs at most once in YIELDAt,), 
and 
(2) ah states in ti are total or yi occurs at least once in YIELDAt,). Then, for 
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every qE Q, r,,,(M) = z,(N)oYIELD,-. (For the definition of z, we refer to 
Definition 3.22.) 
Proof: We show the following two statements by simultaneous induction on s 
and 71: 
(1) For all SET, and qcQ,,+, with n>O, 
M,cdds, Y 1 Y...> Y,)) = YIELDJ(Wd4)). 
(2) For all 7c E T; with m 3 0 and all t E RHS(Q, 52, m, 0) that are subtrees of 
a right-hand side of a rule in R,, 
M,o,,(YIELD,At)) = YIELD,(iV,(t)). 
In the rest of this proof IO is omitted and YIELDf is abbreviated by Y,-. The 
proof of (2) => (1) is left to the reader. By induction on the structure of t (1) + (2) is 
proved. We want to work out only the case in which t = S(&,, ti,..., tk), where 
k>O, d~.Q/c+,, and [,, ,..., 5k~ RHS(Q, !Z, m, 0). Then 
M,(ytwo~ 51Y.9 r/J)) 
= ~n(y&dqe1L Y/GJl) by definition of Y,, 
= K(y/&)~q5,L...~ q&)3 Y,+ l?..Y Y&A 
for some p such that Y,({,) E RHS(Q, A, m, p), 
= w%3) ‘IO (qtxTG)L ytxr(Sk))~ {Y/c+ 1 >,...T { YJ, by I.H., 
= Y~(W,, t i,..., tk))tiEN,(ti) for all i, Odi<k}) by definition of Y,., 
= qt~,(~(9,~ Al?..., L))). 
At (*) Lemma 5.2 is applied which is possible by our assumption on N: if q is 
deterministic (or total) in ZV, then it is also deterministic (or total, respectively) in 
M (but not necessarily vice versa if f is not injective). Note that Y,(t) contains at 
most the same states as c and note furthermore that, trivially, all states in yi are 
deterministic and total (k + 1 < i <p). 1 
Now we are in the position to prove the decomposition result. 
5.5. LEMMA. MTIo G To YIELD, and the properties “total,” “deterministic,” and 
“linear” are preserved going from MT,, to T. 
Proof: Let M= (Q, Z, A, qi”, RM) be a macro tree transducer. Define D to be 
the ranked alphabet such that 52,= (xi,..., rc,) u (816 E A}, where n + 1 is the 
maximal rank of elements of Q, and 1;2, = { ck} for every k such that Qk # (25 or 
A,- i # $3. Define f: 52, -+ T,(Y) by f (n,) = y,, 1 d id n, and f(8) = 6( y, ,..., yk) if 
571/31/l-9 
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6 E A,. For the construction of the topdown tree transducer we need a family 
COMB = {COMB,,,),,,., of mappings COMB,,,: RHS(Q, A, m, n) + RHS(Q, 
Q, m, 0), that are defined inductively on the structure of a right-hand side (cf. 
Definition 4.4 in [ 201): 
(i) For jE [n], COMB,,n(y,) = rr,. 
(ii) For JEA,, k>O, and 5 ,,..., tkcRHS(Q, A, m,n), 
COMh,qzW, ,...> tic)) = ck+ I (b’> COMB,,,(t I h..., COMB,,r,(t,)). 
(iii) For qEQ,+,, k>O, xi~X,, and <i ,..., tkERHS(Q, A, m,n), 
CO~%,kdxj, t I ,..., tk)) = ck + 1(4(x,), COMB,,,(S 1 I,..., COMB,,,(tk)). 
Now we define the top-down tree transducer N = (Q, ,Z, S& qi”, RN) with 
R, = {q(& ,..., x,)) + COMB,,,(t)lq(4xl ,..., x,1, yl ,..., Y,) -, t is in R,+,} 
It is easy to see that N and M are related by f; in fact, for 
t E RWQ, A, m, n), t = YIELD,(COMB,.,( t)). 
It should also be clear from the definition of COMB that for every subtree d(t,, 
t, ,..., tk) of the right-hand side of a rule of R, (i.e., 6 = ck+ r), YIELD,(tO) contains 
each yi (16 i< k) exactly once. Hence, N and M satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 5.4 and so (taking q = gin), r,,(M) = r(N) 0 YIELD,,. Thus, r,,(M) E 
To YIELD. Clearly, since N and M are related, if M is total or deterministic, then so 
is N. Also, COMB,,, preserves the number of occurrences of xi in the right-hand 
side; hence, if M is linear then so is N. 1 
From this decomposition we obtain a result concerning the domain of IO-macro 
tree transducers. Recall that DT-RECOG = dom(DT-FTA). 
5.6. COROLLARY. dom(MT,o) = RECOG and dom(DMT,,) = DT-RECOG $ 
RECOG. 
Proof: 
dom(MT,o) = dom( T) (YIELD contains total functions only), 
= RECOG c341, 
dom(DMT,o) = dom(DT) = dom(DT-FTA) $ RECOG. [ 
In the next corollary we characterize the IO context-free tree languages as the 
images of the recognizable tree languages under linear (IO) macro tree transduc- 
tions (cf. Theorem 4.6). 
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5.7. COROLLARY. 
D, MT( RECOG). 
IOT = LMT,,(RECOG) = LD,MT(RECOG) F 
Proof It is known from [20] that ZOT=YIELD(RECOG). Hence, by 
Theorem 4.6, ZOTc LD,MT(RECOG) E LMT,,(RECOG). By Lemma 5.5, 
LMT,,c LToYIELD and hence, since RECOG is closed under LT, 
LMT,,(RECOG) E YIELD(LT(RECOG)) = YIELD(RECOG) = ZOT. The 
properness of the inclusion IOTcD,MT(RECOG) is guaranteed by the following 
fact. The path languages of ZOT are context-free languages [20], but 
D,MT(RECOG) contains non-context-free path languages; cf. Example 4.3 which 
says that {f*“aln 3 0) E D,MT(RECOG). 1 
In the next lemma we give a partial converse of Lemma 5.5. 
5.8. LEMMA. Let N = (Q, 2, Sz, qi”, RN) E T, and f: 52, -+ Td( Y,,) for some n b 0. 
Extend YIELD,. to RHS(Q, 8, m, 0) by YIELD,(q(x,)) = q(xj, y, ,..., y,) for all 
q E Q and xj E X,. rf (with respect to this YIELD.,) N satisfks the property qf 
Lemma 5.4, then r(N) 0 YIELD/E MT,,. 
Proof: Add a new (dummy) initial state q, to N, without rules: N’ = (Q u {ql >, 
2, a, ql, RN). Then r,(N’) = r(N), where p=qi”. Define M= (Qu {ql >, C, A, q,, 
R,) E MT,, such that every state q E Q has rank n + 1, q, has rank 1, and R, = 
MJ(Xl V...? xmh Yl ,..., y,) + YIELDf(t)lq(o(x ,,..., x,)) + t is in RN}. Note that, if 
t E RHS(Q, $2, m, 0), then YIELD,(t) E RHS(Q, A, m, n), as required. Clearly, N 
and M are related byf: Hence, by Lemma 5.4, T~,&M) = z,(N’) 0 YIELD,. = r(N) o 
YIELD, and by Proposition 3.23 it follows that z(N) 0 YIELD/E MT,,. u 
As a special case of the Lemmata 5.5 and 5.8 we can prove the already mentioned 
decomposition result for total deterministic macro tree transducers (cf. 
Theorem 4.8). 
5.9. COROLLARY. D,MT= D, TO YIELD. 
Proof: D,MTc D, To YIELD by Lemma 5.5. Since every NED, T, satisfies the 
condition of Lemma 5.4 trivially (every state in N is total deterministic), the 
inclusion D, To YIELD E D,MT holds by Lemma 5.8. 1 
However, the composition To YIELD is not contained in MTIo. The next exam- 
ple justifies the necessity of the restriction on the top-down tree transducer required 
in Lemma 5.8. 
5.10. EXAMPLE. 
with z’ = {a(‘), e(O) 
Let z and d be two ranked alphabets given by z= ,??u {g(‘)} 
} and A = A’u {6’*‘} with A’= (a(‘), b(l), u(l), p(‘), e(O)}. Con- 
sider the relation R c T, x Td given as the set of pairs { (o(ue, ve, we), G(uau,e, 
w/h,e))lue, ve, wee Tz, vcIule, wj?u,eE T,., h(u) = h(u,) and u1 contains as and bs 
only}. Roughly speaking U, is a nondeterministic relabeling of U. 
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This relation can be obtained by composing a topdown tree transducer N with a 
mapping YIELD,; informally spoken 
4% ue, we) -3 c2(c3(6’, t,, t,), t,,) ‘IELD’, G(uau,e, w/?u,e), 
where, for example, ue, ve, and we denote the monadic trees aae, ae, and aaae, 
respectively; t,, , t,, and t, are the trees ~,(a’, c,(b’, e’)), c,(a’, a’), and c,(a’, 
c*(a’, c,(a’, p’))) (cf. Fig. 8). 
Formally, define the top-down tree transducer N= ( {qo, ql, q2, q3}, C, 0, qo, 
R)E T, with !G?= {dld~d} u {ch2’, ci3) }, where the elements originated from A have 
rank 0. Let R contain the following rules: 
qo(4xI> x2, x3)) -+ c*(c3(~‘, q2@4, q3(x3)), 41(x,)), 
41(4x)) + c2(a’, q,(x)M~‘> 41(x)), 
ql(e) -+ e’, 
qi(4x)) -+ c2(a’, gi(X)) for i= 2,3, 
q2(e) + a’ and 43(e) + P’. 
YIELDf is determined by the mapping f: Q0 + Td( Y,), where f(6’) = 6(y,, y2), 
f(d’)=d(y,) for all dfz A that are of rank 1, andf(e’) =e. 
It is easy to see that z(N) 0 YIELD,= R. Note that N does not satisfy part (1) of 
the condition of Lemma 5.4: in the right-hand side of the first rule q, is not deter- 
ministic and yi occurs twice in YIELD,Ac3(G’, q2(x2), q3(x3))) = 6(q,(x,, y,), 
q3(x3, yi)). If we define a related macro tree transducer M by taking YIELDf of the 
right-hand sides, A4 would contain the rule ql(a(x,, x2, x3)) --) 6(q,(x,, 4,(x,)), 
q3(x3, qdxd) and Q~(M)= 1( ( [T ue, ve, we), G(uau,e, w/?u2e))(mu,e, wpu,eE T,, 
N 
FIG. 8. Decomposition of the relation R. 
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and h(u,) =h(uJ = h(u)} #R. In fact, it can be shown by a long combinatorial 
proof that R 4 MT,, . 
Now, a natural question is, how a restricted top-down tree transducer (res-T,) 
would look like such that the composition with YIELD characterizes MT,,. The 
following definition provides an answer. 
5.11. DEFINITION. Let N= (Q, ‘C, A, qin, R) E T,. N is called restricted if for 
every rule q(o(x, ,..., x,))-+tinRwithqEQ,oEC,,andm>O,eithertETAorfor 
every subtree d(t,, t, ,..., tk) of t, with 6 E Ak+ 1 (k 2 0), to E Q(X,,J. 
For example, the following rules are admissible for a restricted top-down tree 
transducer: 
because there are no subtrees of q(x,) starting with an output symbol, 
4(4x,, x2)) +f(41(x,), 4 g(q*(xz), d(q,(x,)))). 
The class of restricted top-down tree transducers and their translations are 
denoted by res-T, and res-T, respectively. The notions of restricted deterministic 
and total topdown tree transducers are defined in an obvious way. 
5.12. THEOREM. MTro = res-To YIELD, and similarly for DMT,, and ,MTIO. 
Proof: ” c .” Let M= (Q, Z:, A, qi”, R,,,,) E MT,. Now apply the construction of 
Lemma 5.5 to obtain a top-down tree transducer N= (Q, & Sz, qin, RN) and a 
mapping YIELD,. From N we can easily derive a restricted topdown tree trans- 
ducer N’ = (Q’, C, 1;2, qin, RX) such that r(N) = z(N). 
Let Q’ = Q u {qb16 E A >. It is easy to see from the definition of COMB,,n that the 
set of right-hand sides of rules in R, is contained in the smallest set rhs(N), that 
fulfills (i)-(iii): 
(i) ForjE [n], rrjirhs(N). 
(ii) For ~JEA~, k>O, t, ,..., tkErhs(N), and ck+i ESZ~+~, c~+~(&‘, t ,,..., 
tk) E WN). 
(iii) For qEQk+l, k 2 0, xje X, for any m 3 1, <, ,..., tk E rhs(N), and ck + I E 
Q k + 1~ ck + h(xj), 5, Y...Y tk) E WW. 
Following this inductive description, we define the right-hand sides for the rules 
in Rh by means of a function II/: rhs(N) -+ U{RHS(Q’, a, m, O)lm 20}. In case (i), 
@(nj)=nj. In case (ii), I(/(ck+l(B’9 tl,..., tk))=Ck+l(qdxl)3 ~(tl)~-~ $(tk))? and in 
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case (iii), 4Vc,+,(q(x,), Cl,..., tk)) = ck+,(q(xj), \c/([i),..., Ic/(<k)). Then the rule set 
for N’ is 
R> = (q(a(x, ,..., x,)) -+ t(q(o(x ,,..., x,)) + t is in R, and t E Ta} 
u {q(4xl,.-, x,1) -+ $(f)lq(dx,,..., x,)) -+ t is in R, 
and t contains at least one x} 
u {q&a(x, ,..., x,)) -+ G’lfor all 6 E A, a E Z, with n > 0). 
Clearly, t(N) = z(N’). Furthermore, it is obvious that N’ is restricted. Hence, 
MTIo s res-To YIELD. 
“2.” We can immediately apply Lemma 5.8, because a restricted transducer 
fulfills the condition of Lemma 5.4. In fact, if a right-hand side t is in TQr then, 
trivially, every state in t is total deterministic; if for every subtree 6(t,, t, ,..., tk) of a 
right-hand side t, t, E Q(X,,,), then in YIELD,(t,) yi occurs exactly once for all i, 
l<i<k. 1 
We note here that we could obtain a proof of ZOT= YIELD(RECOG) (see 
[20]) as a special case of Theorem 5.12. In fact, if A4 and N are related 
(Definition 5.3), then A4 corresponds to a context-free grammar (in the sense of 
Sect. 3.2) if and only if N corresponds to a regular tree grammar. Every 
recognizable tree language can be generated by a regular tree grammar in 
normal form (cf. Lemma 4.8 of [20]), which corresponds to (even a particular 
case of) a restricted top-down tree transducer. Hence, by Theorem 5.12, 
ZOT = out(MTio--g) = out(res-T- goYIELD) = YIELD(out(res-T-g)) = 
YIELD(RECOG), where the g indicates the restriction to grammars. (For the con- 
nections of the above mentioned tree grammar and transducer concepts cf. Sects. 1 
and 3.2.) 
Now we characterize the composition class To YIELD by means of MTIo. In 
fact, we obtain this class by left-composing MT*, with linear tree homomorphisms 
(LHOM), of which the only purpose is to expand the input of the macro tree trans- 
ducer. Theorem 5.15 (ToYIELD = LHOM 0 MTI,) is prepared by the formal 
definition of LHOM and a decomposition for topdown tree transducers. 
5.13. DEFINITION. Let M = (Q, C, A, qin, R) E D, T, such that Q = {qi”}. The 
translation z(M) is called a tree homomorphism. If M is linear, then the translation 
z(M) is called a linear tree homomorphism. 
The class of (linear) tree homomorphisms is denoted by (LHOM) HOM, 
cf. [ 123. Thus, LHOM c HOM E D, T. 
Now we decompose a topdown tree transducer into a linear tree 
homomorphism and a restricted top-down tree transducer (cf. Definition 5.11). The 
idea underlying the decompostion of a top-down tree transducer A4 consists of 
inserting above every symbol d of an input tree t a copy of 0, say, U’ with rank 1, 
and between 0 and (T’ a certain amount of markers, say c of rank 1, by means of a 
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linear tree homomorphism. Thus, for example, an input tree a( tr , t2) changes into 
a’(ck(a(t;, t;))). Then, every right-hand side of a rule in M is cut into “pieces” and 
a new rule set is introduced that uses these “pieces” as right-hand sides. Applying 
the new rules successively by reading the inserted markers, the original right-hand 
side is built up again. In order to control this rebuilding, the subtrees of the right- 
hand side that still have to be built up are taken into the finite control. If, for 
instance, q(a(x,, x2)) + t with t=f(sr), S, = g(s,, s3, sq), and sZ = ql(xl), s3 =a, 
s~=/z(s~), s5 =q2(x2) is a rule in R, then the following rules are in the new trans- 
ducer M’, where p abbreviates the rule q(a(x,, x2)) + t: 
da’(x)) + 0, t>(x), 
(I4 t>(c(x)) -+f((P> SI Xx)), 
(PP $1 >(c(x))-‘g((L4 s*>(x), <P, s,>(x), (P, &t)(x)), 
(P? %)(4X)) + (P? s,>(x), (P,SZ)(4Xl~ x2)) -+ 41(-x,), 
(PY s,>(c(x))+ (P, s,>(x), (l-5 s,>(a(x,, x*1) +a, 
(P,Sq)(C(X))--,h((P,Sg)(X)), 
04 s,>(c(x)) + (P, S,>(X)> (P, s,>(4x,, x2)) + q&J. 
It is obvious that M’ can compute with the input a’(c3(to)), where t,, abbreviates 
4t,> t*), 
4(a’(c3(t,))) z (P, 1 >(C300)) 
This derivation simulates the application of the rule q(a(x,, x2)) + t of the trans- 
ducer M. 
Of course, the purpose of cutting up the right-hand sides is to obtain a restricted 
top-down tree transducer. The construction is formalized in the following lemma. 
5.14. LEMMA. T = LHOM 0 res-T and determinism and totality are preserved. 
Proof: “2.” LHOM~~~~-T~D,T~TGT (Lemma8.3 in [37]). 
“G.” Let M= (Q, C, A, qi”, R) E T,. A rule q(a(x, ,..., x,)) + t in R is denoted by 
(q, IJ, t). Let mx be max{height(t)l(q, a,t)ER}-l.LetC’=CuC”,whereC”= 
{a’[acZ} { } d 11 1 u c an a e ements in Z” have rank 1. Construct N= ((q}, Z, 27, q, 
RN) ED, T, such that RN contains for all a E 2, with m 2 0 the rule q(a(xl,..., 
x,)) + a’(cm”(a(q(xl),..., 4(x,)))). Clearly, r(N) is a linear tree homomorphism. 
The total mapping from Tz to T,, induced by N is denoted by h,. Note that h, is 
yield-preserving, i.e., for every s E T,, yield(s) = yield(h,(s)). 
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Construct M’ = (Q’, C’, A, qi”, R’) E res-T, with Q’ = Q u {(p, .r)] 
~=(q,o,t)~R,ssubtreeoft}.Ifp=(q,cr,t)isaruleinR(q~Q,(r~C,,m>,O, 
and tE TA(Q(J’,))h then da’(x)) + <P, t>( ) x is in R’. Furthermore, for every sub- 
tree s of t the following rules are in R’: 
Ifs~~ouQWm)9 then (P,s>(c(x))- (P,s)(x) and (P, s>(~x,,..., x,))+s 
are in R’, and 
if s = 6(s, ,..., s,) with 6~d,, n3 1, and s ,,..., S,E T,(Q(X,)), then 
<P, s)(c(x)) -+ &(P, sI >(x),..., <P, s,)(x)) is in R’. 
Clearly, M’ is restricted, even in a stronger sense. 
First we have to show that the computation on the inserted markers really 
rebuilds the original right-hand side. For this purpose, the following statement can 
be proved by induction on the structure of s: 
For all p = (q, G, t ) E R, all subtrees s of t, and all r1 ,..., r, E T,. , if 
height(s) - 1 d k, then M’( (p, s)(ck(g(rl,..., r,)))) = Mb(s), with rr = 
(rI ,..., r,). (*) 
Now it is straightforward to show, using (*), that for all s E Tz and q E Q, 
M’(q(h,(s))) = M(q(s)), which proves for q = q’” that t(M) = r(N) o r(W). 
If M is total, the construction would not immediately provide a total deter- 
ministic transducer M’. But it is easy to see that M’ can be completed arbitrarily in 
the part in which the markers are read, because there the computation can never 
block. 1 
The characterization of the composition To YIELD is now obtained as an 
immediate consequence. 
5.15. THEOREM. TO YIELD = LHOM 0 MT,, , and determinism and totality are 
preserved. 
ProoJ 
TO YIELD = LHOM 0 res-To YIELD by Lemma 5.14, 
= LHOM 0 MT,, . by Theorem 5.12. 1 
5.2. Bottom-Up Tree Transducers 
In this section we will show that the bottom-up tree transductions are contained 
in MTIo. This containment formalizes a property of MT,o that was already men- 
tioned after Example 3.10. IO-macro tree transducers can check in the parameter of 
their states whether an input (sub)tree is contained in a recognizable tree language 
(in [12] this property is called (B2)). Furthermore, IO-macro tree transducers have 
the capability of nondeterminism followed by copying due to their derivation mode 
(in [ 121 this is the property (Bl) of bottom-up tree transducers). For the definition 
of bottom-up tree transducer see Section 2.4. 
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5.16. THEOREM. B E MTro . 
Proof: Let M= (Q, E, A, Q,-, R) E B,. Construct M’ = (Q’, Z, A, qin, R’) E MT,, 
where Q’ = Q u R u { qi”} and the states of Q have rank 1, a state p E R has rank 
k + 1, if the left-hand side of the rule p is headed by a symbol g E C,, R’ contains 
the following rules: 
(i) Ifa~q(t)isinR,whereaECg,qEQ,andtET,,thenq(a)~tisinR’. 
If, moreover, q E Qr, then qi”(a) + t is in R’, too. 
(ii) If p is the rule o(ql(xl),..., qk(xk)) + q(t) in R, where creZk, k > 1, q, 
ql,..., qk E Q, and t E T,Gfd, then q(@,,..., xd) + P(x,, ql(xl),..., q&d) is in R’ 
and for all 6 EC, with n > 0, p(6(x, ,..., x,), y, ,..., yk) + t[x,/y ,,..., xk/yk] are rules 
in R’. If, moreover, qE Qf, then ql*(a(xl ,..., xk) +p(x,, ql(x,) ,..., qk(xk)) is in R’, 
too. 
Now we can prove that 
forallsETz, tETd,andqEQ, s 2 4(t) iff q(s) 2 t 
M’JO 
(*I 
by straightforward induction on the structure of S, using obvious properties of 
derivations of bottom-up tree transducers (expressed in Lemma 1.1 of [ 123) and of 
IO-derivations of macro tree transducers. Considering the first step in the 
derivation the following holds by construction of M’. 
For all s E T, and t E Td, q’“(s) ; t iff 
M’,IO 
there is a q E Qr such that q(s) &- t. 
M’JO 
Using (*) and (**), we can conclude that r(M) = r,,(M). 1 
To illustrate the construction of Theorem 5.16 we model one of the usual bot- 
tom-up tree transducers [ 121 by an IO-macro tree transducer. 
5.17. EXAMPLE. Let M=(Q, C, A, Qf, R)EB,, where Q= {q,qf}, Z= (f”), 
g (l), um }, A = (dc2’, y(l), &(‘I, a(‘), B’“‘}, Qr= {qf}, and R contains the rules 
PI : f(q(x)) -+ q(y(x)); P2: f(dx)) -+ do); 
P3: ddx)) -+ 4fuh xl); 
p4: a + q(a); and ps: a --) q(p). 
Then, for instance, the monadic input tree s;ffa can be translated by M in the 
following way: 
using rules p5, pi, pz, and p3 successively. 
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According to the construction in Theorem 5.16, we obtain a macro tree trans- 
ducer M’ = (Q’, C, d, qi”, R’), where Q’ = {q”‘, qy), pi’), pi*), pi2), pi’), pi’), qi”) and 
R’ contains for all (T E Z, with m >, 0 the rules 
df(x)) -+Plk q(x)), Pl(4XlY.2 x,)3 Yl) -+ Yb,), 
4(.0x)) +p*(x, q(x)), p,(a(x I,..., x,), y,) + 6(y,), 
4&w) -+P3(X> q(x)), P3(4XlY> x,)3 Yl) + $(Yl, Y,), 
q’“kW -‘P3(X, q(x)). 
NOW, M’ can translate the input tree gffu using IO-derivation in the following way: 
Proposition 3.6 and Theorem 5.16 show that the translations induced by 
topdown and bottom-up tree transducers are IO-macro tree transductions i.e., 
TuB&MTIo. In fact, we can even show that a larger class of translation, the 
generalized finite state transformations (GFST), introduced in [ 121, are contained 
in MT,,. This can be shown by a construction very similar to that of Theorem 5.16. 
Hence, we obtain Tu Bs GFST E MTIo using Theorem 5.7 of [ 123. 
We have already seen that D,B c D,MT (cf. Corollary 4.22). Note that there is 
no similar result for deterministic transducers. 
5.18. COROLLARY. DB ~2 DMT,,. 
Proof Immediate from Corollary 5.6 and the fact that dom(DB) = RECOG 
c121. I 
5.3. IO-Macro Tree Transducers with Regular Look-ahead 
In this section we consider the translation class MTfo (see Definition 4.17), and 
investigate also the deterministic case. Moreover for DMT,, decomposition results 
are provided. 
First we want to show that adding regular look-ahead to IO-macro tree trans- 
ducers does not increase their transformational power. To model the regular look- 
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ahead we use the property (B2) of IO-macro tree transducers that was discussed in 
Section 5.2 and illustrated in Example 3.10. The “checking-mechanism,” which is 
formalized in Definition 4.17 by means of a deterministic bottom-up finite tree 
automaton, is now implemented by a nondeterministic topdown tree transducer 
(computing the partial identity), embedded in an IO-macro tree transducer. This is 
possible because dom(DB-FTA) = dom( T-FTA), cf. [ 131. 
5.19. THEOREM. MTfo = h4T10. 
ProojY It clearly suffices to show MT& G MT,,. Let M = (Q, P, C, A, qi”, R, 
6) E MT:. Construct M’ = (Q’, C, A, qi”, R’) E MT, by Q’ = Q v P u R, where every 
state in P has rank 1, a state r E R has rank m + 2 if the rule r has a left-hand side of 
the form q(a(x, ,..., x,), y, ,..., y,) for some n > 0. R’ contains the following rules: 
(i) If (da, Ye,..., y,) -+ t, ( )) is in R with a EC,,, then q(a, y ,,..., y,) -+ t is 
in R’. 
(ii) If r = (q(o(x ,,..., x,), y, ,..., y,) + t, (pl ,..., p,)) is in R with Q EZ~, 
m 3 1, and pI ,..., p, E P, then q(4x, ,..., x,), Y, ,..., Y,) --t r(x,, t, pl(xl I,..., P,(x,)) is 
in R’, and for every adz, with m > 0, r(a(xl ,..., x,), y,, y1 ,..., ~1~) +yo is in R’. 
(iii) If b,(p, ,..., pm ) =p for some 0 EC, with m 2 0 and p, p1 ,..., p, E P, then 
P(fJ(X, Y..., 4) + ~(P~(x,),..., PAX,)) is in R’. 
First we claim that, for all s E TX and p E P, p(s) *Lvl’,io s iff 6(s) =p. This is 
proved by straightforward induction on the structure of s. It implies that 
for all SET, andpEP, Wo(P(s)) # IZI iff d(s)=p. (*) 
Now we prove the following two statements by simultaneous induction on s and x 
(in which the derivation mode is omitted): 
(1) For all SET, and qEQ,+l with n30, 
M(q(s, Yl ,..., YJ) = M’(qb, Yl>...> YJ). 
(2) For all 71 E T; with m > 0 and all t E RHS(Q, A, m, n), n B 0, 
M,(t) = l&(t). 
If q = gin, (1) implies that z(M) = z(W) and hence MTFo G MT,,: 
(a) Md+, ,..., s,), Y, ,..., Y,) 
= U{M,(~)lr~R and for all ie [m], 6(si) =pi}, where 
r = (q(f4x, ,.,., 4, Ye,..., v,J -+ r, (P,,..., P,>) and r= bl,..., ~4, 
= U(M,(t)]rE R and for all ie [ml, M’(pi(si)) # a} by (*I, 
= U{{Y~> .IO W,(t), ~XP,(~,)L K(p,(x,)))lr~R) by 
definition of IO-substitution, 
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‘IO (Mh(th Mk(P,(X,)L MhhJ,(xm)))l 
by Definition 3.18, 
= Upwh~ 4 P1(XlL Pm(xm)))lr~Rj 
= M’(q(ds, ,...> LJ, Y, Y..., Y,)). 
(b) The proof of the implication (1) 3 (2) is an easy induction on the struc- 
ture of the right-hand side t and is left to the reader. 1 
There is no result corresponding to Theorem 5.19 for deterministic IO-macro tree 
transducers. 
5.20. COROLLARY. DMT,, 7 DMTP,. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 5.6 and the obvious fact that dom(DMTP,) = 
RECOG. 1 
Indeed, in the construction of Theorem 5.19 we need nondeterminism to 
recognize (in a topdown fashion) the language that is expressed by a bottom-up 
finite tree automaton. Thus, deterministic IO-macro tree transducers have only a 
“deterministic” (topdown) look-ahead. This is partially formalized in the following 
lemma. For the definition of topdown finite tree automaton look at the remark 
after Definition 3.2. 
5.21. LEMMA. DT-FTA o DMT,, E DMTIO. 
Proof: Consider M, E DT-FTA, and M, E DMT,. Now we can apply the same 
construction idea as in Theorem 5.19 to obtain M, E DMT, such that 
?(Ml)o~,0(M2) = z,,(M,). However, it is sufficient to apply the construction only 
to the initial rules of M, (these are the rules in which the left-hand side is headed by 
the initial state), because we only have to “check” the domain of M, rather than to 
control by means of a regular look-ahead on subtrees the application of rules 
throughout the computation (which is the behavior of an IO-macro tree transducer 
with regular look-ahead). The formal construction is obvious and, besides, the 
proof is left to the reader. 1 
Using a decomposition result for deterministic topdown tree transducers, we 
provide characterizations of deterministic IO-macro tree transducers. 
5.22, LEMMA. DTc DT-FTA 0 D, T. 
Proof. For every M= (Q, C, A, q’“, R) E DT, there is an N = (Q,,,, C, C, qN, 
RN) E DT-FTA, such that dam(M) = dam(N), or, equivalently, 
z(N) = dam(M) x dam(M) (18) 
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(cf. Theorem 3.1 in [14]). Construct M’= (Q, C, A, qi”, R’) ED,T, by completion 
of the rule set R, i.e., let R’ contain all rules in R and if q(a(xl,..., xk)) for qE Q and 
g E Ck with k > 0 is no left-hand side of a rule in R, then the rule q(a(x, ,..., xk)) + a 
is in R’ for an arbitrary symbol a E A,. 
Now let (s, t) E r(M). Then, by (18), (s, s) E r(N), and since M’ is an extension of 
M, (s, t) E r(M). If, on the other hand, (s, s) E r(N) and (s, t) E 7(M), then there is 
a tr such that (s, ti) E 7(M). 
According to the construction of M’(aM G J,+,,), we have (s, t,)~z(M’). 
Hence, since M’ is deterministic, t, = t and so (s, t) E 7(M). Thus, 7(M) = 
7(N) 0 T(M). 1 
As immediate consequences we obtain two decompositions of deterministic IO- 
macro tree transducers. 
5.23. THEOREM. DMT,, = DT-FTA 0 D,MT. 
Proqf: 
DMTIO E DTo YIELD by Lemma 5.5, 
cDT-FTAoD,ToYIELD by Lemma 5.22, 
= DT- FTA 0 D,MT by Corollary 5.9, 
sDT-FTAoDMT,, 
E DMTIo by Lemma 5.21. 1 
5.24. THEOREM. DMT,, = DTo YIELD. 
Proof: The proof is the same as for Theorem 5.23. m 
The reader should compare this result with Theorems 4.8 and 5.12. 
6. 01-MACRO TREE TRANSDUCERS 
We characterize the class MToI by means of a composition of D,MT and a sim- 
ple relation class SET modelling nondeterminism. Extending this characterization 
to Or-macro tree transducers with regular look-ahead, we can show that the look- 
ahead feature does not increase the transformational power. 
6.1. Decomposition of MTo, 
Here we model the transformation of an Or-macro tree transducer M (with out- 
put alphabet Sz) by a total deterministic macro tree transducer N whose output 
trees are interpreted by a function, called set,. The construction involved is quite 
similar to the simulation of “nondeterministic” context-free tree grammars (using 
01 derivation mode) by “deterministic” ones, which have the property that for each 
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nonterminal there is exactly one right-hand side (cf. Sect. 5 in [20] or Theorem 7.2 
in [9]). The nondeterminism and partialness of A4 are encoded in the right-hand 
sides of the rules of N using two new symbols, e.g., + and 8, respectively. In an out- 
put tree of N these symbols are interpreted by application of set, as nondeter- 
minism and partialness, i.e., union and the empty set, respectively. Thus, for every 
output tree t of N, set,(t) is a finite set of trees over Q (Definition 6.1). 
Since all results of this section can be transferred to total and deterministic macro 
tree transducers, we have to find for these cases the functions corresponding to 
set,. For the total case we define the function plus, that interprets only the + sym- 
bol as nondeterminism and for the deterministic case we define the function empty, 
that interprets only the 0 symbol as partialness (Definition 6.2). Often it will be 
obvious how to modify constructions and proofs in this section when restricting to 
the deterministic or the total case. Hence, sometimes the results concerning these 
restricted classes are only stated. 
Before proving the characterization of MTo, (Theorem 6.10), we have to start 
with the definition of the function set,. Then Theorem 6.10 is prepared by the cen- 
tral Lemma 6.8 which compares the translations of an NE D,MT, and its “inter- 
pretation” (Definition 6.5), i.e., an A4 E MT,. 
6.1. DEFINITION. Let 52 be a ranked alphabet and let + and 8 be new symbols 
( + , 0 $ Q) of rank 2 and 0, respectively. Let A = Q u { +, 8 f. Then define the map- 
ping seta,+,@ : T, + p( T,) inductively. Let set abbreviate set,,+,,. Then (i) set 
(0) = a, (ii) for g E 52, with k >, 0 and t, ,..., t, E T,, set (o(t, ,..., tk)) = { g(s, ,..., .sk)/ 
si~set(t,) for all ie [k]}, and (iii) for t,, t,E T,, set (+(tI, t,))=set(t,)uset(t,). 
The translation induced by set,, +,B is defined, as usual, by z(set,, +,(,) = {(s, t) E 
T nu{+,e) x LI~-%,+,&)~. 
The class of translations induced by set-mappings, denoted by SET, is the set 
bWQ,+,O)lQ ranked alphabet, +, 0 $ Sz}. 
Similarly we can define the functions plus, and empty, that interpret only non- 
determinism and partialness, respectively. 
6.2. DEFINITION. Let&?, +,and0beasinDefinition6.1.LetI7=Ou(+}and 
f = Q u { 0}. Then the mappings plus,,, : T, -+ g( TQ) and empty,,, : T, -+ iF( T,) 
are determined by plusQ,+ = set,,+,@ r T, and empty,,, = setn,+,o r T,, respectively 
(where for a functionf: A -+ B and a subset Cc A, f r C denotes the restriction off 
to C in the usual sense). 
The translation classes corresponding to plus, and empty, are denoted by PLUS 
and EMPTY, respectively, and are defined similarly to SET. The class SET is very 
simple; it can be obtained by a (l-state) linear top-down tree transducer. 
6.3. LEMMA. SET E LT. 
Proof: Let r(set,,+,@) E SET with + ,tI 4 52. Let A = Sz u { +, I?}. Construct A4 = 
({q), A, Sz, q, R) E LT, such that R contains for all cr E Sz, with k > 0 the rule 
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da, ,.'.3 x/c)) + 4dXlL q(xk)), and furthermore the rules q( + (x,, x2)) -+ 
q(x,)lq(x,). (Note that there is no (q, @-rule in R.) 
It is an easy proof by induction on s that for all s E Td, 
set f?,+,6@) = Wq(s)). I 
By obvious modifications of the construction in Lemma 6.3 we obtain similar 
results for PLUS and EMPTY. 
6.4. LEMMA. PLUS G L, T and EMPTY c LDT. 
The central lemma is based on the following definition, which connects a total 
deterministic macro tree transducer N and a macro tree transducer M. M is called 
the (+, 8)Gnterpretation of N, if the symbols + and 19 in the right-hand sides of 
rules in N are treated as nondeterminism and partialness in M, respectively. Thus, it 
is to be expected that r&M) = r(N) 0 z(seta+,,). 
6.5. DEFINITION. Let N=(Q,,,, Z, d, q$, R,)ED,MT, and M=(Q,,,,, C, Sz, q&, 
RM) E MT,. Let + and 8 be symbols of rank 2 and 0, respectively. Then, M is the 
(+, f3)-interpretation of N, if 
(i) QM = Q,,,u (qy), qt)} and q; = q& 
(ii) Q=d- { +, 0}, and 
(iii) R, = {q(o(x ,,... , x,,,), y, ,... , y,,) -+ f’lq(4x, ,..., x,J, Y, ,..., y,) --$ t is in RN 
and t’~t~(+, 6, m, n)(r)}u(q+(a(x, ,..., -%J? Yl> Yd-+Yl? 4+(4xIY.? JLz)> Yl> 
yz)-‘y21g~Z‘, with m30). 
For every m, n 30 the mapping tr( +, 8, m, n): RHS(Q,,,, A, m, n) --) 
@W-NQ,, 0, m, n)) is defined inductively. Abbreviate tr( +, 0, m, n) and 
RHS(QZ,, A, m, n) by tr and RHS, respectively: 
(i) tr(0) = a. 
(ii) Forje [n], tr(y,)= {yj}. 
(iii) For SEAR with k30 and <I ,..., tk~RHS, tr(&g, ,..., tk))= {S([, ,..., ck)l 
[{G tr(ti) for all iE [k]}. 
(iv) For tl, tf,~RHs, tr(+(tl, t2))=tr(5,)utr(5d. 
(v) For qE QN of rank k + 1, k> 0, Xje X,, and [I ,..., tk E RHS, tr(q(xj, 
r I,..., 5k)) = {41xj, par-tr(51L..., ParWt,))}. 
For every m > 1 and n > 0 the mapping par-tr( +, 8, m, n): RHS(Q,, A, m, n) --f 
RHS(Q,, Sz, m, n) is defined inductively (using two obvious abbreviations): 
(i) par-tr(0) = q&x,). 
(ii) For jo [n], par-tr(yj) = yj. 
(iii) For 6 E 52, with k > 0 and tl ,..., rk E RHS, par-tr(b(<,,..., tk)) = G(par- 
tr(t,),..., par-Q-(L)). 
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(iv) For tl, C2~RHS, w-tr(+(t,, 42))=q+(x1, paW51h par-tr(t,)). 
(v) For qeQN of rank k+l (k>O), x~EX,, and t,,..., tk~RHS, par- 
tr(q(.q t1 ,-., ti)) = 4Cxj5 par-tr(t, L par-tr(L)). 
A small example illustrates this definition. 
6.6. EXAMPLE. Let N = ({q’“, pc3)}, Z, A, gin, RN) E D,MT, with ,Y = {c(l), u(O)} 
andA={6, , , (‘) b(O) c(O) + (2), @‘)} and let R, contain the rules 
4i”w)) --) + M-7 + (c, h), Q, cl, 
sink4 --) + (c, + (b, Q), 
P(4Xh Yl> Y2) --) ml > Ylh 
~(4 h, v2) --) 8. 
Let M= ({ qin, pc3), q’$), qg’}, C, Q qin, R,) E MT,, where Sz = {b(‘), b(O), c’“‘} 
and R, contains the rules 
q’“(4-4) -+P(X, 4+(-T c> b), qs(x)k 
qi”(a) -+ c/b, 
P(4Xh Yl, Y2) + ml> Yl) 
4+(4x),Yl~Y2)-,YllY, 
4i(~~Yl~Y2)-*.YllY2 
It is easy to check that M is the (+, B)-interpretation of N. For the input-tree 
g2u, N computes the output tree +(6( +(c, 6), +(c, b)), c). Applying sets+,e to 
this tree we obtain S= {6(c, c), 6(c, b), 6(b, c), 6(b, b), c}. M computes for the 
input tree e2u the same set, i.e., qi”(a2u)lM = S; in general r,,(M) = 
09 o +L,+,d. 
Note that the function par-tr is necessary, because + and 8 in a parameter 
position of a state have to be modelled by auxiliary states (q+ and qe, respectively) 
in order to achieve the correct order of copying followed by nondeterminism and 
deletion followed by partialness. The reason for having tr besides par-tr and not 
modelling everything only with the mapping par-tr is justified by the fact that if an 
input symbol of rank 0 is read, no “dummy” input-variable for the auxiliary states 
is available. The division of Definition 6.5 (first interpret + and 0 directly by non- 
determinism and partialness, respectively, i.e., applying tr, and then, once a 
parameter position of a state in QN is reached, inserting auxiliary states, i.e., apply- 
ing par-tr) offers a simple construction in the proof of MT,, c D,MTo SET 
(Theorem 6.10). Nevertheless, the next lemma shows that A4 behaves in the “same 
way” on the images of both functions par-tr and tr. 
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6.7, LEMMA. Let N and M be as in Definition 6.5 and M be the (+, 8)-inter- 
pretation of N. Let m 2 1. Then, for all tERHS(QN, A, m, n), 71~ TT, and 
P E 9(h)“, 
(par-tr(t)Kl, 71, P)~= U{t’(L =, hAt’W01. 
Proof. The proof is done by straightforward induction on the structure of t. We 
only mention two typical cases, namely (iii) and (iv) of Definition 6.5. Note that 
m 2 1. Furthermore note that case (v) is trivial. For the rest of this proof abbreviate 
(1, n> p>,w by ( >. 
(iii) Let c?EC~~ with k>O and 5 ,,..., 5k~ RHS. 
(par-W&t1 ,..., L))K > 
= (J(par-tr(tl),..., par-tr(L))K > by Definition 6.5, 
= {@ii,..., [k)l[iEpar-tr(<i)( ) for all ie [k]} by Definition 3.16, 
= {S(i,,..., ik)lCi~U(C( >ItlEtr(t,)) ford1 iE Ckl} by I.H., 
= u { { J(l, ,..., [k)J(i~ t:( )It(E tr(ti) for all iE [k]} 
=U{d(t( ,..., t;)( )It:Etr(r,)foralliE [k]} 
= U{f( >It’Etr(&t,,..., 5k))}. 
(iv) Let tl, tz E RHS. Then 
(par-tr( + (L t2))K > 
=q+(xl, par-tr(5,), par-tr(t,)K > 
=q+(slT w-tr(tlK >, par-tr(td( >)lM where s1 = x(l), 
by Definition 3.16, 
=y,<l, 71’5 P’)MUh(l, n’, P’)M, 
where 7t’ is the sequence of sons of si and p’ = (par-tr(<,)( ), par-tr(r2)( )) E 
~(Td*, 
=par-tr(tlK >~par-tr(5~)( > by Definition 3.16, 
=U{tX >It;Etr(~l))uU{t;Efr(52)3 by I.H., 
=U{t’< >It’Etr(+(t,, L))>. I 
Now we are in a position to prove the central lemma. 
6.8, LEMMA. Let N and M be as in Definition 6.5 and let M be the (+, 9)-inter- 
pretation of N. Then, z,,(M) = r(N) 0 r(set,,+,O). 
Proof: We abbreviate set,, +,@ by set and use all other already mentioned 
abbreviations concerning the translation functions of Definition 6.5. The following 
571/31/l-10 
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statements (1) and (2) are proved by simultaneous induction on s and n. Taking 
q = q$, (1) is the statement of the lemma: 
(1) For all sETx, qEQN of rank n+ 1 with n>O, and ti,..., t,,ETA, set(q(s, 
t 1,..., MN) = 4h set(t,),..., Set(t,))lM. 
(2) For all XeTT with m>O, tERHS with n>O, pe Th,, and p’E9(Tn)“, if 
p’(i)=set(p(i)) for all in [n], then set(t(t, n, ~)~)=U{t’(l, rc, p’)Jt’Etr(t)}. 
Note that fN and (t, n, P)~ are total functions. 
The proof of (2) * (1) is easy and left to the reader. (1) + (2) is proved, as usual, 
by induction on the structure of t. Let x= (si,..., s,), p = (tl t ) and p’ = ,...> n 9 
(Wtl),..., set(t,)). We only work out the case in which t is of the form q(xi, 
r i ,..., ?jk) with q E Q,,, of rank k + 1 (k 3 0), X~E X,,,, and t1 ,..., tk E RHS. Note that 
m > 1. Abbreviate (7, rr, P)~ and (1, rc, P’),+, by (N) and (M), respectively: 
Wqh 5,,..., M(N)) 
=Wq(si~ ~I<W,..., tk(N))fiv) by Definition 3.14, 
= dsi, set(S1(W),..., WMWUM by (l), 
=q(si, U{t’(~)lt’~tr(S,)},...,U{t’(~>lt’~tr(~k)})lM by I.H., 
=4(si, par-tr(t,KW,..., par-tr(tkKM)UM by Lemma 6.7, 
= 4Cxi, par-Wl,),..., w-tr(L))(W by Definition 3.16, 
= par-tr(q(x,, tl,..., L))(M) by Definition 6.5, 
= U{t’(WlfEtr(dx,, 51T...y L))> by Lemma 6.7. 1 
Similar to Definition 6.5 we can define for NE D,MT, and ME ,MT, the +- 
interpretation and for NE D,MT, and ME DMT, the &interpretation. Roughly 
speaking, we only have to omit 8 and +, respectively. For these modilied 
definitions we obtain a lemma similar to the previous one. 
6.9. LEMMA. Let M and N be as in Definition 6.5 andfurthermore let M be total 
(or deterministic). Let M be the +-(or e-) interpretation of N (respectively). Then, 
dW = z(N) 0 r(plus, + ) ( or soi(M) = r(N) 0 z(empty,,,), respectively). 
Proof The proof can be obtained by an obvious modification of the proof of 
Lemma 6.8. 1 
Using these lemmata we can prove the announced characterization. 
6.10. THEOREM. 
MT,, = D,MTo SET, 
,MT,, = D,MTo PLUS, 
DMT,, = D,MTo EMPTY. 
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ProoJ We only prove the first equality. By obvious modifications we obtain 
proofs for the other two. 
“E.” Let M= (QM, C, Sz, q:, R,,,,) E MT,. Add two dummy states 4’:) and 48’) to 
Q,,, and the rules q+(o(xI,..., x,), y,, y,)+y,jy, for every o~C,,, with ma0 to 
R,. We obtain M’ = (Qk, 2, 52, q$, Rh). Obviously, s,,(M) = Zig, because 
q+ and qe do not occur in right-hand sides of rules in R,. 
Now construct N= (Q,, C, A, q;, RN) E D,MT, with QN = QM, qk = q$, and 
A=s;zu{+ , }. (2) 0(O) Let R, contain the following rules: 
(i) If there are no (q, a)-rules in R,, where q E Q,+, of rank n + 1 (n 3 0), and 
c E C, with m > 0, then q(o(x, ,..., x,), y, ,..., y,) -+ tl is in R,. 
(ii) If q(a(x ,,..., x,), y, ,..., y,) + t,I ... It, are all (q, a)-rules in RMM, where 
q E QM of rank n + 1 (n 2 0), 0 EC, with m > 0, and t, ,..., t, E RHS(Q,, 52, m, n) 
with r z 1 and, 
if r = 1 then q(a(x, ,..., xm), y, ,..., y,) -+ t, is in R,, and if r~ 2 then 
4(4x, >..., -h), YI ,...Y Y,) -+ +(t,, +(t, ,... +(t,-,, t,)...)) is in R,. 
Obviously, M is the (+, 8)-interpretation of N. Note that t, ,...) t, in case (ii) do 
not contain + or 19. Hence, tr(ti) = { ti}. From Lemma 6.8 it follows that tor(M’) = 
WhW,+,d. 
“2.” Let N= (QN, C, A, q;, R,,,)E D,MT, and r(set,+,,)ESET with 52 = 
A - ( +, e}. Construct M= (Q,+,, C, G?, q$, R,) E MT, such that M is the ( +, f3)- 
interpretation of N (using Definition 6.5). Then, by Lemma 6.8, z(N)0 
@%,+,d = dW. I 
Since topdown tree transducers are special macro tree transducers, 
Definition 6.5 provides the notion of (+, 8)-interpretation also for topdown tree 
transducers (just by omitting the auxiliary states q+ and se). For this transducer 
class a lemma similar to Lemma 6.8 can be shown by disregarding the cases in 
which parameters are involved. (Note that no lemma corresponding to Lemma 6.7 
is needed, because tr(q(xi)) = {q(xi)}.) U g sm constructions similar to those in 
Theorem 6.10, we obtain a characterization for topdown tree transducers. 
6.11. COROLLARY. 
T= D, TQ SET, 
, T= D, To PLUS, 
DT= D, To EMPTY. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.10. Note that the auxiliary 
states are not needed. This is due to the fact that + and 0 in the top part of a right- 
hand side, i.e., not in a parameter position, are interpreted by tr directly as non- 
determinism and partialness. 1 
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One immediate consequence of this characterization is the following composition 
result. 
6.12. COROLLARY. 
D,MTo T= MT,,, 
D,MTo (T= ,MT,,, 
D,MTo DT= DMTo,. 
Proof: 
D,MT~T=D,MT~D,T~SET by Corollary 6.11, 
= D,MTo SET by Theorem 4.12, 
= MT,, by Theorem 6.10. 
The proofs of the other equalities are analogous. 1 
We finally note the following. In general, when constructing the ( +, 0)-inter- 
pretation of a given NE D,MT, (as in the second part of the proof of 
Theorem 6.10), linearity is not preserved. However, if + and 0 do not occur in the 
parameter position of a state, then linearity is preserved. This holds in particular in 
case N corresponds to a YIELD-mapping (see Example 4.5). Hence, YIELD 0 
SET E LMTor . Let QT denote the class of quoted tree languages (obtained by 
generalizing the quoted macro languages of [23] to trees). It is shown in [33] that 
QT= SET(ZOT). Hence, we obtain the following result. 
6.13. COROLLARY. QTz ZMTo,(RECOG). 
Proof: QT= SET(ZOT) = SET(YIELD(RECOG)) E LMT,,(RECOG). 1 
6.2. 01-Macro Tree Transducers with Regular Look-ahead 
Extending the characterization of 01-macro tree transducers (Theorem 6.10) to 
01-macro tree transducers with regular look-ahead, and using the fact that total 
deterministic macro tree transducers have the regular look-ahead ability 
(Theorem 4.21), we can prove that 01-macro tree transducers also have that ability 
(Theorem 6.15). Actually, for deterministic macro tree transducers using OI- 
derivation mode the same holds, i.e., DMT& = DMT,,. Thus, whilst deterministic 
IO-macro tree transducers have only a “deterministic” top-down regular look- 
ahead (Theorem 5.23), deterministic 01-macro tree transducers posses the “full” 
regular look-ahead ability (Theorem 6.15). 
First, we characterize Or-macro tree transducers with regular look-ahead 
(Definition 4.17) similar to the ones without (Theorem 6.10). The notion of (+, 6)- 
interpretation can be easily transferred to the extended transducers. For this pur- 
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pose let both sets of regular look-ahead states (from ME MT,R and NE D,MT,R) 
coincide, i.e., P,= P,, let 6,=dM and let R, be the rule set 
{ (q(dx, ,.*., x,), Y, ..., YJ -+ t’, (PI ?...T P, >I 
(ddx,,..., x,), yI,..., yn) -+ f, (Pi,..., pm>) isin RN and t’ 
~tr(+,e,m,n)(t)}u{(q+(a(x,,...,x,),y,,y,) 
+ Y,lY,, <P,m Pm))1 
(r EC, with m 3 0 and p1 ,..., pm E P,,,}. 
Similarly to Lemma 6.8, a lemma for this extension can be shown by means of 
which the characterization of MT& can be proved. 
6.14. THEOREM. 
MT& = D,MTR 0 SET, 
,MT& = D,MTR 0 PLUS, 
DMT& = D,MTR 0 EMPTY. 
Proof “E.” We extend an M= (QM, P,, Z, Sz, q;, RM, J,,,,)eMT,R with two 
dummy states 4’:) and q(3’) and the rules (q+(a(x,,..., x,), y,, y2)-‘y,ly2, 
(P , ,..., p,)) for every 0 EC, with m > 0 and p, ,..., pm E P, and we obtain M’ such 
that z&M’) = Z&M). 
The rule set for N= (QN, P,, .Z, A, q& RN, 6,) E D,MT,R is defined similarly as 
in the proof of Theorem 6.10, but the case analysis now depends on q, cr, and a 
sequence of look-ahead states rather than only on q and 0. Note that in case (ii), 
r>2, we consider all (q,a)-rules (q(a(x ,,..., xm), y1 ,..., y,J-)t,j...lt,, (pl ,..., p,)) 
with the same look-ahead states. These can clearly be matched into one rule for A’. 
With the extension of Lemma 6.8 the inclusion “5” is proved, because M’ is the 
( +, 8)-interpretation of N. 
“2.” The construction of M=(QM, P,, C, i2, qz, R,, ~,,,)EMT,R follows 
directly the modified Definition 6.5. 1 
6.15. THEOREM. MT& = MTo,, ,MT& = tMTO,, and DMTR = DMTor 01 
Proof: Immediate from Theorems 4.21, 6.10, and 6.14. u 
Since deterministic Or-macro tree transducers have the regular look-ahead 
ability, we can derive that deterministic bottom-up tree tranductions are contained 
in DMT,, (cf. Corollary 4.22, Theorem 5.16, and Corollary 5.18). 
6.16. COROLLARY. DB $ DMTol 
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DB + DTR by Theorem 3.2 in [ 141, 
G DMT& by Proposition 3.6, 
= DMT,, by Theorem 6.15. 1 
Note that also DTR c DMTF, holds, but DMT,, + DMTf, (Corollary 5.20). 
With respect to the regular look-ahead ability of DMT,, it is reasonable to expect 
the closure of DMT,, under left-composition with FTA (cf. Lemma 5.21). 
6.17. LEMMA. FTA 0 DMTor E DMT,, . 
Proof Let B = (P, C, 6, F) E DB-FTA,, see Section 2.4, and N = (Q, Z, A, qin, 
RN) E DMT,. Now we can construct M = (Q v (q$}, P, C, A, q$, R,, 6) E DMT,R, 
where R, contains the following rules: 
(i) If q(o(xl ,..., x,), y ,,..., yn) + t is in R, with q E Q,,+ ,, n 3 0, and CJ EC, 
with m 3 0, then for all pi ,..., p, E P the rule (q(a(x, ,..., xm), y, ,..., y,) + t, (p, ,..., 
p,)) is in R,. 
(ii) If S,(p ,,..., p,) =PE F and qi”(o(x ,,..., x,)) + t is in R,, then the rule 
(4$(4x, ‘..., x,1)+ t, (Pi,..., P,>) is in R,. 
Now it is easy to prove that s(B) 0 r,,(N) = z,,(M), which proves the lemma, 
using Theorem 6.15. 1 
Similarly to Theorem 5.23 we obtain a characterization of DMT,,. For the proof 
we need the fact that the domain of DMTo, is the class of recognizable tree 
languages, which is proved in Theorem 7.4(2). 
6.18. THEOREM. DMTol = FTA 0 D,MT. 
Proof: We only have to prove DMToI & FTA 0 D, MT; “1” holds by 
Lemma 6.17. Note that dom(DMT,,) c RECOG. Hence, for an M = (Q, C, A, gin, 
R) E DMT, there is an NE FTA, such that dam(M) = dam(N). (Note that z(N) = 
dam(N) x dam(N).) Then construct M’ = (Q, C, A, qin, R) E D,MT, by completion 
of the rule set in the following sense (cf. Lemma 5.22): R c R’ and if for q E Q, + , 
with n >, 0 and 0 E: C, with m 3 0 there is no (q, o)-rule in R, then the rule q(o(xl ,..., 
%A Yl >.-., y,) + a is in R’ for an arbitrary a E d,. It should be obvious that for all 
sedom(M), qi”(s)JM=qi”(J)JMM’. Hence, z,,(M) =z(N)oz(M’). 1 
7. CONSEQUENCES 
In this final section we collect a few consequences of the results of this paper, to 
show the differences and similarities between IO- and 01-macro tree transducers. 
We start with comparing the deterministic macro tree transducer classes. 
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7.1. THEOREM. ( 1) D,MT q DMTIo 7 DMT,, = DMT& 
(2) out(D,MT) = out(DMT,,) = out(DMT,,) = D,MT(RECOG) = 
DMT,,( RECOG) = DMTo,(RECOG). 
ProoJ The inclusions in (1) follow immediately from DMT,, = DT- FTA 0 
D,MT and DMTol = FTA 0 D,MT (Theorems 5.23 and 6.18, respectively). Futher- 
more, DMTIo E DMToI implies DMTf, 5 DMT& = DMToI (Theorem 6.15) and 
DMToI = FTA 0 D,MT implies DMToI _c FTA 0 DMT,, c DMT& (by a proof 
similar to that of Lemma 6.17). This shows that DMToI = DMT&. 
To prove (2), it suffices to show that DMTol(RECOG)~out(D,MT). Since 
DMToI = FTA 0 D,MT and RECOG is closed under intersection [38], DMTor 
(RECOG) s D,MT(RECOG). It remains to show that D,MT(RECOG) E 
out(D,MT). Clearly /zl~out(D,MT): take an empty input alphabet. Now let 
ME D,MT,, LE RECOG, and assume z(M)(L) # 0. Let t, be a fixed tree in 
z(M)(L). Since D,MT is closed under regular look-ahead (Theorem 4.21), there is 
an M’ E D,MT, such that for every input tree s, T(M)(~) = T(M)(S) if SE L, and 
z(M)(s) = to if s $ L. Clearly, out(z(M’)) = z(M)(L). 1 
Next we give, in Fig. 9, two diagrams which show inclusions of some of the 
classes we have considered. For the inclusion out(B) c IOT, see [ 12, 201. To show 
the correctness of these diagrams (i.e., all inclusions are proper, and non-connected 
classes are incomparable), it remains to prove that the following classes are not 
empty: 
(1) B-MTa, MT,,-MT,, 
(2) OZT- out(MTr,), out(MTo,)- out(MT,,), QT- D,MT(RECOG), 
D,MT(RECOG) - QT. 
We leave this to the next paper. 
One of our main efforts was to decompose macro tree transducers into simple 
translations. It follows from Theorems 4.8, 5.12, and 6.10 (together with res-T= res- 
LMTIO (RECOG) = 
I 
out(B) 
(a) (b) 
FIG. 9. Inclusion diagrams of classes of translations and their ranges. 
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D, T 0 SET, cf. Corollary 6.11) that MTo, = D, T 0 YIELD 0 SET and MT,, = res- 
D, To SET 0 YIELD. This shows that the difference between IO and 01 lies mainly 
in the order of application of YIELD and SET (cf. similar remarks in [20]). This is 
even more clear for the classes of ranges. 
7.2. THEOREM. out(MT,,) = SET(YIELD(D,T(RECOG))), out(MT,,) = 
YIELD(SET(D,T(RECOG))). 
Proof: The first equality follows from the facts that MTo, = D, To YIELD 0 SET 
and MT& = MToI. For the second equality, it follows from Theorem 5.15 that 
YIELD(SET(D,T(RECOG))) = MT,,(LHOM(RECOG)). Since RECOG is 
closed under linear tree homorphisms and MT;, = MT,,, this class is equal to 
MT,,(RECOG) = out(MT,,). 1 
We have decomposed the macro tree transducers into topdown tree transducers 
and relations in YIELD. This implies the following result, where, for a class of 
relations K, K* denotes IJ,,K”, i.e., the closure of K under composition. 
7.3. THEOREM. (1) MT& = MT& = (Tu YIELD)* = (D, Tu SET u YIELD)* 
= (D,MTu SET)* 
(2) D,MT*=(D,TuYIELD)*=D,TcYIELD*. 
Proof Immediate from the various decomposition results. Note that SET c T. 
The second equality in (2) is Corollary 4.13. [ 
From this the following consequences are obtained 
7.4. THEOREM. Let F he the composition of a finite number of relations in 
MT,, v MT,, : 
(1) RECOG is closed under F ‘. 
(2) dam(F) E RECOG. 
Proof: (1) holds for FE T (Lemma 1.2 of [14]) and for FEYIELD (Lemma 6.1 
of [20]), and hence for any composition of such relations. From this, (2) follows as 
a particular case. 1 
Now we can show that the output languages of macro tree transducers are 
decidable. 
7.5. THEOREM. The general membership problem for the output languages of 
macro tree transducers is decidable, i.e., there is an algorithm which decides for any 
A4 E MT, and any tree t whether t E out(z,(M)) or not (p E {IO, 01)). 
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Proof: Let ME MT,, p = 01, and t be a tree. Define NE T-FTA, such that 
r(N) = {(t, t)}. Then, t E out(r,,(M)) 
iff out(ro,(M)) n (t} # 0 
iff out(r,,(M)) n dom(z(N)) # 0 
iff out(zo,(M) 0 r(N)) # 0 
iff dom(ro,(M) 0 z(N)) # 0. 
Since z(N) E MTIo u MTo, , dom(z,,(M) 0 r(N)) E RECOG (Theorem 7.4(2)), and 
since it is decidable whether LERECOG is empty or not [38], it is decidable 
whether t E out(z,,(M)) or not. The same argumentation holds for p = IO. 1 
Finally, we turn to composition results. In the next theorem we consider classes 
K, 0 K,, where K, consists of deterministic transducers and K, or K, consists of 
topdown tree transducers. 
7.6. THEOREM. 
(1) D,MToD,T =D,MT 
D,MTo DT = DMTol 
DtMTo, T = ,MT,, 
D,MTo T = MTo, 
(2) DMT,,~D,T=DMT,, 
DMT,, 0 DT = DMT,, 
DMTm 0, T =,MT,, 
DMTIo 0 T = MTo, 
(3) DMToI 0 DT = DMToI 
DMTor 0 t T =,MT,, 
DMT,, 0 T =MTo, 
(4) 
(5) 
D,To D,MT = D,MT 
DTo D,MT = DMT,, 
DT 0 DMT,, = DMT,, 
DTo DMT,, = DMToI 
DTo ,MT,, = (MT,, 
DTo MToI = MTol 
D,ToMT,, #MTIO. 
Proof: (1) The left side is Theorem 4.12 together with Corollary 6.12, and the 
first equality at the right side is Corollary 4.10. The second equality at the right is 
shown as follows: 
DMT,, = DT- FTA 0 D,MT 
c DTo D,MT 
by Theorem 5.23, 
GDT-FTAoD,ToD,MT by Lemma 5.22, 
= DT- FTA 0 D,MT by Corollary 4.10. 
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(2) Since DMTIo = DT- FTAo D,MT (Theorem 5.23), we obtain the 
equalities at the left from those under (1) by left-composing with DT- FTA and 
the use of regular look-ahead (Theorems 4.21 and 6.15, cf. Lemma 6.17). For the 
equality at the right, we first note that D,To DT= DT (because DT=D,To 
EMPTY by Corollary 6.11, and D, T is closed under composition [34]). Hence, by 
Theorem 5.24, D, To DMT,, = D, TO DT3 YIELD = DTo YIELD DMT,,. We can 
now use the same reasoning as under (1) to show that DTo DMT,, = DMT,,. 
(3) The equalities at the left follow easily from DMT,, = FTAo D,MT 
(Theorem 6.18), the left-equalities under (1) and the use of regular look-ahead to 
get rid of FTA. To prove the equality at the right, note that, since DMT,, = 
D,MTo EMPTY (Theorem 6.10) D, To DMT,, = D, Ta D,MTo EMPTY = 
D,MToEMPTY = DMT,, (using Corollary 4.10). Hence, DTc)DMT,, G 
DT-FTAoD,TcDMT,, = DT-FTAoDMT,, E DMTo, (by Lemma6.17). 
(4) follows from (3): MT,, = DMT,,p T = DToDMT,,o T = DTcMT,,, 
and similarly for i MT,, . 
(5) From Example 5.10 we know that MT,, 5 ToYIELD = LHOMO 
MT,, (Theorem 5.15). Note that LHOM ED, T. 1 
Considering these composition results one might say that 01-macro tree trans- 
ducers behave very regularly (as opposed to IO): DTo (D)MT,, E (D)MT,, and 
DMT,, 0 (D)T s (D)MTo,. 
8. CONCLUSION 
We have investigated the classes of translations realized by total deterministic, 
IO- and 01-macro tree transducers, i.e., D, MT, MT,,, and MT,,, respectively, 
and have shown that each of them is decomposable into the simple translation 
classes D, T, YIELD, and SET. Since it has become apparent that macro tree trans- 
ductions are not closed under composition, we have studied the composition with 
top-down tree transducers. Considering the extension with regular look-ahead it 
has turned out that most of the translation classes (except DMT,,) are closed 
under regular look-ahead. For further investigations many areas offer their services: 
-To study the transformational power of macro tree transducers more com- 
positions can be considered. Is, e.g., D, MT closed under right-composition with 
D, TR? Is MToI closed under right-composition with LT? 
- Consider restricted classes of macro tree transducers, e.g., static or dynamic 
restrictions on the nesting of states (cf. [39] for bounded nesting in macro gram- 
mars), linearity or bounded copying with respect to input (sub-)trees, copying 
power of macro tree transducers with a restricted set of states (cf. [21] for the 
copying power of l-state top-down tree transducers), tree-to-string macro tree 
transducers, and monadic input trees (cf. [19] for ETOL-systems and topdown 
tree-to-string transducers). 
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-What is the complexity of deciding the membership problem and the 
general membership problem for the output tree languages of macro tree trans- 
ducers (viewed as expressions over the alphabet with two additional symbols 
“(“and”)“? In [S] it was shown that the output languages of topdown tree trans- 
ducers are context-sensitive. 
- Compare the hierarchies T”, YIELD”, D,MT”, MT;,, MT”,,, 
(Tu YIELD)“, (To YIELD)“, (To yield)” (see [9, 171). 
-The tree register pushdown transducer (TRPT [22]) provides an automaton 
model for MTIo. Work out the suggestions done in [ 161 for an automaton modell- 
ing MT,,: generalize the checking-tree pushdown machine (CT-PD, [19]) to a 
checking-tree nested-stack machine (CT-NS) that has a nested-stack memory [l] 
available. 
-The gsm-mappings are characterized in [25]. To obtain a better insight in 
the character of the mappings induced by macro tree transducers it would be 
worthwhile to have a similiar result for MT, (or even T,). 
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